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DIRECT TESTIMONY OF ANDREW COOPER 
ON BEHALF OF ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 

(Docket No. E-01345A-22-0144) 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, AND OCCUPATION. 

A. My name is Andrew Cooper. I am the Senior Vice President and Chief Financial 

Officer for Arizona Public Service Company (APS or Company), a subsidiary of 

Pinnacle West Capital Corporation (Pinnacle West). As the Chief Financial 

Officer, I have oversight and responsibility for the accounting, finance, tax, and 

treasury functions of the Company and Pinnacle West. My business address is 

400 N. 5th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85004. 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND? 

A. I received a Bachelor of Arts degree in government from Harvard College and a 

Juris Doctor degree from Harvard Law School. I joined APS in June 2020 as Vice 

President and Treasurer and took on my current role in May 2022. Prior to APS, I 

was Director of Corporate Finance at Consolidated Edison Company of New York, 

a regulated electric, gas and steam utility serving metropolitan New York City, 

where I previously oversaw all external financing activities for the company 

beginning in 2017. I began my career with more than 13 years in the banking sector, 

principally supporting clients in the regulated utility industry.  

Q. HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY TESTIFIED BEFORE THE ARIZONA 

CORPORATION COMMISSION (COMMISSION)?  

A. No, but I have provided written testimony for the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC).  

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY IN THIS 

PROCEEDING? 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to explain how customers of regulated utilities 

benefit from a financially stable utility, while also describing the Company’s 
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current financial condition and its importance to Arizona. In addition, I provide 

testimony on the Company’s Fair Value Increment proposal, discuss some 

financial implications of APS’s planned retirements of coal-fired resources, and 

share information on a suggested clean energy proxy group for the Company and 

its relationship to APS’s proposed return on equity (ROE).  

II. SUMMARY 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR TESTIMONY. 

A. By seeking new rates prior to the end of 2023, APS aims to achieve a number of 

customer-centric goals critical to delivering safe, reliable, and clean electricity. 

These include ensuring APS can build and maintain resilient infrastructure; 

supplying customers with cleaner and more balanced sources of energy; and 

improving the customer experience. Achieving these goals affordably for 

customers requires a foundation of financial stability. 

In my testimony I explain how customers and investors both benefit when a utility 

has the financial resources to fund the provision of service under a broad range of 

financial circumstances and macroeconomic environments. This includes not only 

maintaining and improving existing infrastructure but also investing in clean and 

advanced technologies designed to meet the diversifying needs of APS’s growing 

customer base. These advanced-technology, clean-resource investments are not 

only a high-value and cost-effective means to provide service to customers, but 

they also leverage both capital market preferences for more sustainable investing 

and recently expanded federal tax credits under the 2022 Inflation Reduction Act, 

both of which I describe in further detail within my testimony. 

Cost effectively meeting the needs of APS’s customers requires a balance between 

APS’s access to capital markets and the Arizona regulatory environment. In this 
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respect, I discuss how credit ratings and investor confidence in a financially stable 

utility company have a direct impact on how much customers pay for electricity. 

Additionally, I will describe how establishing the opportunity to earn a fair and 

reasonable ROE and reducing regulatory lag on infrastructure investment benefit 

customers by supporting the development of clean, balanced, and resilient 

infrastructure. 

III. THE COMPANY’S FINANCIAL HEALTH AND ITS IMPORTANCE TO 

ARIZONA 

Q. PLEASE CHARACTERIZE THE COMPANY’S CURRENT FINANCIAL 

CONDITION. 

A. APS expects its earned returns to continue to deteriorate in 2022 and beyond. In 

fact, APS has reported a significant drop in earnings in 2022 compared to 2021. 

APS is focused on cost management and has implemented numerous cost savings 

to try to offset increased costs. However, the significant level of investment in the 

electric system necessary to improve and replace aging infrastructure, as well as 

meet the evolving needs of APS’s customers and the economic growth of APS’s 

service territory, cannot simply be offset by cost cutting measures alone. APS has 

no choice but to seek additional rate recovery to sustain the level of investment 

required to meet the growing needs of its customers. 

All three credit rating agencies that rate APS’s debt maintain a “negative” outlook 

on the Company’s credit rating. In addition, APS’s recent credit rating downgrades 

have placed upward pressure on APS’s cost of short-term debt and its embedded 

cost of long-term debt, as new long-term debt securities will need to be issued at 

higher interest rates, which in turn will result in higher cost of debt going forward. 

Particularly in the current environment of financial market volatility and rising 
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interest rates, weaker credit ratings will have a more severe impact on cost. 

Notwithstanding the Company’s efforts to mitigate these impacts, given the long-

lived assets central to APS investment and the need to finance such assets with 

long-term bond issuances, the effect of credit downgrades on these transactions 

would likely result in long-term impacts to customers from higher debt costs that 

would be locked in for a generation. Any further downgrades that may come from 

continued pressure on returns and an increasingly risky regulatory environment 

would only exacerbate these problems.  

The degradation of Pinnacle West market value has also resulted in an increase to 

the Company’s cost of equity. During 2021, Pinnacle West common stock 

underperformed the Dow Jones Utility Index by more than 25%. In fact, over the 

last three years, Pinnacle West has underperformed the Dow Jones Utility Index 

by more than 50%. Lost equity value with the results of the last rate case also 

reduces operating cash flows requiring more borrowing at higher costs in order to 

meet the required investment to provide reliable and safe service to customers. 

Q. HOW WOULD CONTINUED DEGRADATION TO THE REASONABLE 

OPPORTUNITY TO EARN ALLOWED RETURNS IMPACT 

CUSTOMERS? 

A. Any further reduction in the Company’s credit ratings would have a material and 

negative financial impact on the Company’s cost of capital, and by extension, its 

customers. APS plans to invest significant capital over the next several years, and 

as described by APS witness Dr. Roger Morin, any further degradation of APS’s 

credit would result in substantially higher costs to customers over the long term. 

For example, as described by Dr. Morin, investing $7.5 billion in capital over the 

next five years with an associated issuance of debt of $3.6 billion at a lower credit 

rating would increase costs to customers by $216 million. Moreover, market 
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volatility – such as financial markets are currently experiencing – can 

incrementally impact the embedded cost of long-term debt, potentially further 

increasing costs to customers. These potential cost increases can be avoided 

through an improved positive regulatory environment, which will enhance APS’s 

ability to maneuver through market volatility and may also help to improve APS’s 

credit ratings, which would result in meaningful savings to customers over the long 

term.  

IV. IMPORTANCE OF A FINANCIALLY STABLE UTILITY FOR CUSTOMERS  

Q. WHAT IS MEANT BY A “FINANCIALLY STABLE” UTILITY? 

A. A financially stable utility is one that can attract both debt and equity financial 

resources within capital markets on terms favorable to APS’s customers under a 

broad range of economic conditions. This requires strong investment-grade bond 

ratings and the ability to consistently earn an equity return that at least equals the 

marginal cost of capital. 

Q. IS IT IN CUSTOMERS’ BEST INTEREST TO HAVE A FINANCIALLY 

STABLE UTILITY?  

A. Yes. Customers expect reliable and safe electricity to be available on demand and 

they expect rates to be affordable. For utilities to meet these needs cost-effectively, 

they must have access to external sources of financing on reasonable terms, from 

debt (bondholders and bank lenders) and equity (shareholders) capital. Both debt 

and equity capital are necessary sources to fund utility investment. 

Q. HOW IS UTILITY RISK REFLECTED IN CUSTOMER COST? 

A. One of the costs included in the revenue requirement is the cost of capital. The cost 

of capital is set in competitive financial markets and reflects the potential risk to 

investors. One of the risks investors assess, regulatory risk, increases with 

regulatory decisions that do not effectively balance the interests of customers and 

investors, and impacts how investors perceive the risk level of their investment in 
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the utility. When regulatory risk increases, credit rating agencies are likely to 

downgrade the credit of a utility and investors devalue an investment in that utility, 

which then corresponds to higher interest rates charged by investors on newly 

issued debt securities. Higher investor risk and lower credit ratings will also lead 

to a lower stock price and consequently a higher cost of equity. APS’s cost of 

capital witness, Dr. Morin, describes how the cost of capital is determined for rate 

making purposes and proposes a fair cost of capital.  

Q. DO THE PERCEIVED SHORT-TERM BENEFITS OF A LOWER 

AUTHORIZED RETURN OUTWEIGH THE LONG-TERM HIGHER 

COST TO CUSTOMERS? 

A. No, any such perceived benefits do not outweigh the costs. While a decision by a 

regulator to award a return that is below the utility’s true cost of capital may reduce 

the utility’s revenue requirement in the short-term, over the long-term customers 

pay more due to the higher cost to finance investments that the utility must make 

to meet customer demands. In practical terms, this means the costs to finance and 

invest in critical long-lived infrastructure—such as power lines, substations, 

switchyards, and generation facilities—will only increase costs to customers in 

exchange for a short-term reduced revenue requirement. Moreover, any perceived 

short-term benefit is unsustainable as the chilling effect on investors creates a 

feedback loop of higher capital cost and reduced market access, which impairs a 

utility’s ability to make cost effective investments required to keep up with 

customer needs. Conversely, the benefit of permitting a fair opportunity to earn 

sufficient returns to attract investment enhances the ability of a utility to provide 

reliable and affordable service to its customers and ensure a balanced energy 

supply. 
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Q. HOW DO INVESTORS ASSESS REGULATORY RISK?  

A. Investors have a choice among competing investments, and they make their 

selections by weighing risks versus expected returns. One of the most significant 

types of risk to utility investors is regulatory risk. Utility regulation is a vital 

component of the electric industry and must fairly balance the needs of customers, 

the utility, and investors. Utility investors value the three closely related concepts 

of certainty, stability, and predictability. A regulatory environment that comports 

with these concepts is often referred to as a healthy regulatory environment. 

Regulatory risk is the risk that regulatory actions will jeopardize the utility’s 

opportunity to recover its costs and earn its allowed rate of return on its 

shareholders’ invested capital due to changes in laws or regulations (or changes in 

how those laws or regulations are implemented or enforced), which materially 

impacts the utility company by increasing costs and/or reducing the attractiveness 

of an investment.  

Q. WHAT TYPES OF INVESTMENT CRITERIA MATTER TO APS’S 

INVESTORS?  

A. APS’s customers benefit from stable, long-term investors willing to keep their 

capital in Arizona. Such investors are attracted to predictable, stable, consistent 

regulatory environments. APS competes for capital in a global securities market 

and particularly against other long-term stable investments, such as other North 

American utilities. Investors in APS (both equity investors through their 

investment in the stock of APS’s parent company Pinnacle West, and debt investors 

directly in APS’s bonds), principally invest through large investment management 

companies. However, these investment managers are not the ultimate investors in 

APS. These investment managers allocate capital on behalf of the many individual 

investors that are seeking the stable and predictable return typically offered by 

North American utilities. These individual investors participate in utility 
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investments through their public and private employer pension funds, 401(k) 

accounts, life and disability insurance investments premiums, and mutual and 

exchange-traded fund investments. By way of example, at any given time, multiple 

U.S. states have their public employee civil service, teacher and law enforcement 

pensions invested in Pinnacle West stock and APS bonds. Beyond these investment 

managers representing the interests of their pensioner and individual investor 

participants, approximately 12% of Pinnacle West’s common stock is held directly 

by individual investors seeking stable returns, particularly the predictability of 

dividend payments critical to retirees living on fixed incomes. These long-term 

investors, who have the lowest relative risk tolerance among investor classes, also 

in turn offer capital to utilities on the most favorable relative terms, ensuring the 

lowest cost to customers. 

Q. HAS APS’S INVESTOR BASE CHANGED RECENTLY? 

A. Yes. During the fiscal quarter in which the Commission decided the 2019 Rate 

Case, a number of long-term investors sold their positions in Pinnacle West stock, 

which not only lowered the stock price, increasing the Company’s cost of capital, 

but also resulted in the exit of many of the stable, long-term shareholders that are 

the preferred investors for utilities and their customers. The message implicit in the 

exit of these long-term shareholders was that their risk analysis indicated the 

financial impact of regulation in Arizona would continue to reduce the value of an 

investment in Pinnacle West (stock price down 25% between the time APS filed 

the 2019 Rate Case and year-end 2021) such that they should not continue to hold 

the investment. One example is the Virginia Retirement System (VRS), which 

invests the pensions of more than 750,000 Virginia teachers, municipal and state 

employees and law enforcement personnel. VRS had been an investor in Pinnacle 

West’s stock for many years and has maintained substantial shareholdings of 

between 250,000 and 500,000 shares consistently for the last decade. They sold 
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their total 323,000 Pinnacle West shares entirely during the fiscal quarter in which 

the 2019 Rate Case was decided.  

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT MAY HEIGHTEN THE 

RISK PROFILE OF A UTILITY AND THUS INCREASE COSTS TO 

CUSTOMERS. 

A. Utility risk is at its highest when the predictability of a utility’s investors earning a 

fair return on their investment is threatened. This can occur when an ROE is 

authorized that is below investor return requirements, where there is a lack of 

contemporaneous regulatory adjustment mechanisms to permit a fair opportunity 

for the utility to earn the authorized returns, where regulatory lag creates a gap 

between investment and a fair opportunity to earn the allowed return, and in other 

situations of regulatory or political uncertainty. Because these elements of 

regulatory recovery are the principal risks to utility investors, regulatory risk is 

central to the criteria used by the two primary credit rating agencies providing 

credit ratings to utilities. As reflected in Moody’s Investors Service, Regulated 

Electric & Gas Utilities, Rating Methodology, Attachment AC-01DR,  regulatory 

criteria comprise approximately 50% of Moody’s rating scorecard factors. 

Similarly, reflected in S&P Global, Key Credit Factors for Regulated Utility 

Industry, Ratings, Attachment AC-02DR, S&P provides data and heat maps that 

indicate that 60% of its credit rating criteria is centered on predictable utility 

regulation. 

Increased regulatory risk and regulatory lag reduce the opportunity to earn a fair 

return, which causes poor credit quality, lower credit ratings, higher interest costs, 

and a higher cost of equity. Once a utility is downgraded, it typically takes 

substantially longer for a utility to recover its credit rating and financial health than 

it does for that credit rating to decline. This is because of the credit rating agencies’ 
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and debt investors’ asymmetrical orientation toward risk – their investment yields 

only a fixed return of interest and principal and no additional upside to their return. 

As risk rises, the credit rating agencies apply elevated criteria when considering 

future credit upgrades. This process ensures investors are protected but has the 

effect of locking in a higher cost of capital for customers over a sustained period. 

For example, when the credit of APS was last at its weakest, it took a full eight 

years and regulatory support to bring the rating from BBB- (the next rating above 

“junk” credit) to the A- rating.  

Q. ARE THESE INCREASED COSTS OF CAPITAL IMPACTED BY 

CAPITAL MARKET CONDITIONS? 

A. Yes, capital market conditions are closely tied to credit quality in impacting utility 

risk. Quantifiable differences in credit quality are less impactful when capital 

markets are stable, and the gap between credit quality and cost, as well as real 

challenges to market access, are more readily observable during times of market 

volatility. When capital market access is diminished or severely restricted, such as 

the 2008 global financial crisis or early 2020 when the COVID-19 pandemic began, 

the borrowing cost gap between high credit quality companies and lower credit 

quality companies increases substantially. As the current period of capital market 

volatility resulting from inflationary price levels, Federal Reserve (Fed) policies 

intended to combat inflation, and geopolitical instability in Europe and Asia 

continues, the risk of higher cost remains elevated.  

Q. HOW DOES THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT OF INCREASING 

INTEREST RATES IMPACT THE COST AT WHICH UTILITIES 

ACCESS CAPITAL FROM INVESTORS? 

A. In light of record levels of inflation, the Fed has implemented measures to attempt 

to curb inflation such as raising interest rates. Fed action to date and the market’s 

anticipation of continued aggressive Fed action has impacted interest rates, with 
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the 10-year Treasury yield increasing by 135% year-to-date at September 30, 2022. 

The large capital investments that utilities like APS need to make and the need to 

borrow funds from the capital markets to do so, coupled with the market volatility 

described above, higher market risk and higher rates, all ultimately lead to higher 

borrowing costs for the utility and higher rates for the utility’s customers. Market 

volatility and higher interest rates are factors outside the control of a utility and its 

regulator and can affect the utility’s ability to keep customer rates affordable, 

especially when coupled with regulatory risks. 

Q. HAS APS TAKEN ACTION TO ANTICIPATE AND MITIGATE THE 

IMPACT OF RISING INTEREST RATES? 

A. Yes, APS actively monitors the capital markets and macroeconomic conditions and 

maintains up-to-date borrowing authorizations from the Commission in order to 

ensure it achieves the lowest possible cost of financing for APS’s customers. In 

fact, APS’s embedded cost of debt was 4.1% in the prior rate case. However, 

although the aggressiveness of Fed action and current market volatility was not 

well-anticipated by the market, APS took proactive measures to benefit from 

historically low interest rates to the benefit of APS’s customers during both 2020 

and 2021 and reduced the Company’s embedded cost of debt to 3.85% in this case, 

a full 25 basis points below APS’s prior embedded cost of debt. On a portfolio of 

over $6 billion of long-term debt, this reduction provides a substantial benefit to 

customers. In addition, the Company has increased its debt leverage, reducing 

APS’s common equity capital from 54.7% to 51.9%, resulting in meaningful 

savings to customers.  

While a portion of this benefit was achieved through the natural retirement of debt 

taken on in higher interest rate environments and when APS’s credit rating was 
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lower, the Company also worked actively to reduce its debt cost to customers. 

Three activities exemplify this effort:  

• In 2021, the Company enlarged the planned size of the bond offering issued 

in an effort to pre-fund 2022 capital investment needs, seeking to raise as 

much as $500 million instead of the $400 million that had originally been 

planned. The Company was able to raise $450 million, at a cost to customers 

of 2.2% over ten years, the lowest 10-year bond coupon in APS’s portfolio. 

The inability to raise, at the same interest rate, the last $50 million sought 

was likely due to investor concerns related to the 2019 APS Rate Case. 

• In 2020, the Company proactively optionally redeemed $105 million of 

bonds carrying an interest rate of 4.7% and replaced them with bonds that 

not only extended their maturity by an additional five years, which reduced 

refinancing risk to customers, but priced at a yield of 1.7%, a full 3% lower 

cost to customers than the bonds they replaced. 

• The Company issued “Green Bonds” for a portion of its debt issuance in 

2020, highlighting with investors APS’s renewable energy investments. 

Bondholder interest in the offering, consistent with the ESG phenomenon I 

describe later in this testimony, exceeded the $400 million issuance size by 

three-fold, and as a result of those supply-demand dynamics APS was able 

to issue 30-year bonds at a very low cost of 2.65%, which was 0.70% lower 

than 30-year bonds the Company had issued just four months earlier. 
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Q. ARE AUTHORIZED ROE ISSUES IMPORTANT TO INVESTOR RISK 

EVALUATIONS, CREDIT RATINGS, AND THUS, TO APS’S 

CUSTOMERS? 

A. Absolutely. APS’s customers expect, and the Company is committed to providing, 

safe, reliable, and clean electricity. A reasonable ROE and a fair opportunity to 

earn that rate of return for APS—one that considers the relative risks associated 

with the Company’s business—is a critical component of delivering on that 

expectation and commitment. In fact, investors assess authorized ROE when 

evaluating their willingness to provide capital to utilities. Investors also consider 

the utility’s ability—through the regulatory structure afforded to the utility—to 

earn the authorized ROE.  

 

The lack of a competitive ROE aligned with risk and a fair opportunity to earn that 

ROE results in reduced cash flow available to reinvest in its infrastructure for the 

benefit of customers which ultimately results in potentially degraded quality of 

service and, over the longer term, higher electricity rates for customers. With a 

reasonable ROE, though, APS can attract capital at a more cost effective rate than 

a financially weaker utility. Customers, not just investors, benefit by having a 

financially stable utility that has the earnings and cash flow sufficient to attract 

equity and debt on reasonable terms and, when necessary, the financial strength to 

wait for financial markets to stabilize before issuing long-term securities. This 

translates into lower rates for customers and, ultimately, better quality of electricity 

service. 
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V. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE COMPANY’S CLEAN ENERGY 

COMMITMENT 

Q. WITH RESPECT TO APS’S REMAINING COAL-FIRED GENERATION 

ASSETS, WHAT VALUE DO THEY OFFER TO CUSTOMERS? 

A. The Company’s coal-fired generation assets ensure resource adequacy and reliable 

service for APS’s customers at affordable prices in the significantly constrained 

western wholesale market. As described by APS witness Justin Joiner, the 

Company has carefully considered planned retirement dates to ensure that the 

replacement resources can provide a high level of reliability so that APS’s 

customers’ summertime peak loads are met while maintaining affordable electric 

service for customers. APS’s clean energy commitment entails adding significant 

amounts of renewable generation and energy storage, and ending coal generation 

by 2031. 

Q. FOR ANY UNRECOVERED BOOK VALUES THAT MIGHT REMAIN 

AFTER THESE ASSETS RETIRE, WHAT COST RECOVERY OPTIONS 

ARE AVAILABLE TO UTILITY COMPANIES LIKE APS? 

A. The Company may have undepreciated book value remaining in connection with 

these assets upon their retirement. To address the concern of unrecovered book 

value at the planned retirement date for these assets, APS has a few options, 

including: (1) accelerating depreciation in the near term to either minimize or 

eliminate the remaining unrecovered book value by the retirement date in 2031, (2) 

amortizing the remaining book value through a regulatory asset over a set period 

of time, and/or (3) utilizing a financing tool such as securitization to recover the 

remaining book value and enable recycling of capital into replacement resources. 

Each of these strategies presents unique challenges as well as benefits that must be 

considered. APS is continuing to assess these options, specifically including how 
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securitization could be accomplished in Arizona, given the complex array of legal, 

regulatory, legislative, and financing issues involved. 

Q. WHAT ARE THE FINANCIAL MARKET IMPLICATIONS OF THE 

COMPANY’S CLEAN ENERGY COMMITMENT? 

A. Institutional long-term investors are increasingly focused on the sustainability of 

their investments and are actively shifting their investment dollars towards 

companies that are focused on environment, social, and governance (ESG) criteria. 

ESG investing emphasizes direct consideration of ESG factors in the investment 

decision making process because investors view heightened financial risk 

associated with these factors. In particular, among the investors and lenders with 

the most significant impact on utility company access to capital, ESG 

considerations now play a significant role in their capital investment decision 

making. As the Company competes for capital access against other electric utility 

companies, APS does not anticipate diminishment of these considerations.  

For utilities, most of the ESG scrutiny has fallen on the environmental factor, 

specifically carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Investors are increasingly 

expecting utilities to decarbonize and invest in more sustainable generation 

resources, such as renewable generation and other non-carbon emitting resources. 

Many of Pinnacle West’s largest shareholders are focused on ESG investing 

including large asset managers such as Vanguard, Blackrock and State Street. The 

credit rating agencies also continually measure and evaluate ESG metrics. In 

addition, lending banks that also provide capital to APS have developed ESG 

standards that, among other mandates, have built carbon reduction targets into their 

lending standards. An announcement in October 2020 by JPMorgan Chase, the 

largest bank in the United States, stated that the bank will use carbon-emission 

intensity targets for the electric utility sector in making financing determinations. 
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Q. WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE FOCUS ON ESG FOR 

UTILITY CUSTOMERS? 

A. With ESG considerations becoming important to lenders and investors, there are 

several implications of the enhanced visibility of these metrics for customers. First, 

the cost of capital will likely rise over time for companies and industries that do 

not make progress on ESG issues, especially the environmental factor. A second 

implication is that investors appear to have a preference for utilities that invest in 

non-carbon emitting energy resources to facilitate the transition to clean energy. 

To the extent that investors do not see APS execute on its clean energy 

commitment, the Company’s investment risk profile may increase, raising costs to 

access capital and increasing customer rates.  

Q. AS REQUESTED IN CHAIRWOMAN MÁRQUEZ PETERSON’S 

JUNE 2, 2022 LETTER, HAS APS DEVELOPED A PROPOSED CLEAN 

ENERGY PROXY GROUP? 

A. Yes. Attached to my testimony as Attachment AC-03DR, Clean Energy Proxy 

Matrix, APS has prepared an extensive table that compiles information on the 

“essential factors” associated with a variety of North American Investor-Owned 

Utilities (IOUs), which were identified in Attachment C to Chairwoman Márquez 

Peterson’s June 2, 2022 letter, along with a list of additional potentially relevant 

factors to the current electric utility industry clean energy transition. As it relates 

to APS’s clean energy commitment, the information in Attachment AC-03DR 

offers a number of helpful points of comparison. 

Q. WHAT CONCLUSIONS, IF ANY, CAN BE DRAWN FROM THE CLEAN 

ENERGY PROXY GROUP TABLE AS IT RELATES TO THE BUSINESS 

RISKS FACING APS? 

A. The information within Attachment AC-03DR demonstrates that APS is not unique 

in making a commitment toward a clean energy investment strategy. Of the 79 
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North American IOUs surveyed and documented in Attachment AC-03DR, 96% 

have made some form of clean energy commitment similar to APS. As further 

shown within Attachment AC-03DR, the overwhelming trend for these companies 

is similar to APS—retire legacy coal generation and replace that generation 

capacity with clean resources. As such, from a risk perspective, APS’s clean energy 

commitment does not expose the Company to any greater or less risk than its peer 

IOUs across North America. Consistent with testimony from APS’s ROE expert, 

Dr. Morin, Attachment AC-03DR provides further support for the proposition that 

traditional investor evaluations of risk already consider clean energy commitments 

of IOUs. 

Q. HAS APS DEVELOPED PROJECTIONS OR ESTIMATES OF 

NECESSARY CAPITAL INVESTMENT NEEDED BETWEEN NOW AND 

2035 TO SUPPORT THE COMPANY’S CLEAN ENERGY 

COMMITMENT? 

A. In connection with APS’s public Form 10K SEC disclosures, the Company has 

made available the current forecast of capital investment projections through 2024, 

including for clean energy related investments. This level of capital spending 

includes investments in renewable and energy storage systems of $230 million in 

2022, $210 million in 2023, increasing to $450 million in 2024. The level of clean 

energy related investment in 2024 is illustrative of the annual level of investment 

that is likely necessary to serve customers. That said, given the high likelihood of 

changed circumstances as to APS and the ever-changing capital and energy market 

dynamics in which the Company conducts business, specific projections of annual 

capital spending beyond 2024 are unlikely to be accurate or useful in assessing 

APS’s financial ability to execute its clean energy commitment. Mr. Joiner further 

discusses resource needs and APS’s competitive procurement process.  
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Q. COULD THE 2022 INFLATION REDUCTION ACT PROVIDE 

FINANCIAL RELIEF FOR APS AND ITS CUSTOMERS?  

A. Yes. The Inflation Reduction Act of 2022 (2022 IRA) was signed into law on 

August 16, 2022. The 2022 IRA represents the most substantial federal investment 

in clean energy and expands the availability of tax credits for investments in clean 

energy generation technologies and energy storage. The 2022 IRA creates an 

opportunity through tax credits to reduce the cost of investment in renewable and 

energy storage technology, which can be passed on to customers. Key provisions 

that are relevant to APS’s clean energy commitment include (i) an extension of tax 

credits for solar and wind generation, including a new option for solar investments 

to claim a Production Tax Credit (PTC) in lieu of the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) 

beginning in 2022; (ii) expansion of the ITC to cover stand-alone energy storage 

technology beginning in 2023, and (iii) introduction of a new PTC for nuclear 

energy produced by existing nuclear energy plants, available from 2024 through 

2032. The Internal Revenue Service and the United States Treasury are expected 

to issue regulations and other guidance which will provide additional details and 

clarification on how the Company may be able to claim each of these credits. With 

respect to the nuclear PTC specifically, additional United States Treasury guidance 

is necessary to determine the amount of credits that APS may ultimately be able to 

claim.  

Q. WHAT OTHER OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE FOR CUSTOMERS 

UNDER THE 2022 IRA? 

A.  As with the PTC for generation from existing nuclear power plants, there are 

numerous facets of the 2022 IRA that still require interpretation and regulatory 

development by the United States Government prior to them being available. APS 

continues to evaluate the 2022 IRA and monitor activity by United States. 
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Government agencies responsible for implementing its provisions to determine 

how best to leverage the 2022 IRA for the benefit of customers. 

Q. HAS THE COMPANY INCLUDED ANY OF THESE TAX BENEFITS IN 

ITS REVENUE REQUIREMENT?  

A. Yes. As described by APS witness Elizabeth Blankenship, ITC benefits have been 

included in post-Test Year plant (PTYP) for the AZ Sun Battery investments to 

reduce the total cost of these assets by $77.3 million. In addition, the Company is 

proposing to include the estimated PTC benefit of the Agave Solar facility, which 

is also in PTYP, in the expanded REAC as such PTCs are earned (i.e., as energy is 

produced which generates a PTC). This will appropriately align the cost recovery 

of these assets with the tax benefits that these assets are generating. These PTCs 

will be subject to true-up for any difference between the expected PTC included in 

the REAC, and the actual PTC claimed and sustained on the income tax return. 

VI. IMPORTANCE OF REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT MECHANISMS 

Q. HOW DO DEBT AND EQUITY INVESTORS AS WELL AS CREDIT 

RATING AGENCIES VIEW REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT 

MECHANISMS? 

A. Investors, lenders, and credit rating agencies favorably recognize the benefits of 

regulatory adjustment mechanisms and their contribution to predictable and timely 

cash flows. Specifically, these entities acknowledge the importance of adjustor 

mechanisms in reducing regulatory lag and supporting credit quality, which in turn 

reduces regulatory risk and costs to customers. They understand that APS’s 

existing and proposed regulatory adjustment mechanisms are consistent with 

similar mechanisms across the industry and are considered fairly standard 

regulatory adjustment mechanisms. 
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Q. WHAT BENEFITS DO THE COMPANY’S REGULATORY 

ADJUSTMENT MECHANISMS PROVIDE? 

A. Regulatory adjustment mechanisms provide benefits to both customers and the 

Company. Customers benefit from reduced frequency of rate cases, rate 

gradualism, the matching of costs and benefits, the ability to pass savings or 

benefits to customers faster, and the promotion of public policy goals that support 

customer programs such as energy efficiency, demand response, access to 

renewable energy and the like. There are other benefits that inure both to APS and 

its customers. For example, adjustors reduce regulatory lag, provide increased 

certainty of cost recovery, and offer cash flow benefits. These benefits support the 

financial stability of the utility by providing increased predictability of rate 

recovery—which improves credit ratings and lowers borrowing costs—both of 

which help keep customer rates more affordable. 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE OF HOW APS’S ADJUSTOR 

MECHANISMS BENEFIT CUSTOMERS? 

A. The Company’s existing and proposed regulatory adjustment mechanisms serve to 

reduce regulatory lag as well as match the benefits that customers receive from the 

Company’s investments in renewable technologies and demand side 

management—through long term fuel savings and reliable service—with the costs 

incurred to achieve those benefits. For example, the Company’s proposed 

modification to the Renewable Energy Adjustment Charge (REAC) will provide 

for the recovery of carrying charges on new renewable and energy storage 

investments, including passing along any associated tax benefits related to those 

assets resulting in reduced costs for customers. Likewise, the Power Supply 

Adjustor (PSA) allows customers to experience savings on fuel and purchased 

power costs when new renewable resources and energy storage equipment goes 

into service, rather than waiting for a rate case. The PSA, which is a standard 
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mechanism across the utility industry, is central to the Company’s liquidity and 

helps reduce credit risk related to Power Purchase Agreements (PPA), reducing 

financing costs for customers. 

Q. HOW IS THE PSA VIEWED BY CREDIT RATING AGENCIES, 

ESPECIALLY AS IT RELATES TO POWER PURCHASE 

AGREEMENTS? 

A. Recovery of purchased power costs through the PSA mechanism is viewed 

positively by credit rating agencies when considering the Company’s credit rating 

and allows credit rating agencies to discount the imputed debt that is created by 

PPAs, when considering the Company’s credit metrics. Absent such recovery 

mechanism, credit rating agencies would not treat these agreements as favorable, 

which would in turn increase the Company’s cost of capital, negatively impacting 

customers through higher electricity rates.  

Although PPAs are not considered long-term debt, such agreements have 

characteristics of debt, since the fixed payments, similar to interest payments, 

reduce financial flexibility and increase the risk of default for the utility. To the 

extent that the Company enters into PPAs to meet growing demand for electricity 

in Arizona, the equity capital provided by shareholders will also support the credit 

of the capital raised by the PPA provider. Because APS maintains the PSA 

mechanism for concurrent recovery of PPA costs, though, the degree of capital 

subsidization is minimized. So, while APS must always consider the equity capital 

support and the imputed debt from credit ratings agencies when determining 

whether to enter into a given PPA, the PSA mechanism mitigates the degree to 

which these financial impacts affect customers. 
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Q. HOW WOULD EARNING A RETURN ON POWER PURCHASE 

AGREEMENTS, AS CONTEMPLATED BY CHAIRWOMAN MÁRQUEZ 

PETERSON, IMPROVE THE FINANCIAL STABILITY OF APS? 

A. Providing APS a return on PPAs would more appropriately match the costs related 

to the impact PPAs have on APS’s cost of capital with the benefit realized by APS’s 

customers through lower cost supply alternatives as the Company executes its 

integrated resource plan (IRP) over the next several years. The ability to earn a 

return on PPAs would be a creative approach to address the impacts that PPAs have 

related to imputed debt and the accounting lease treatment that these agreements 

often carry, which stress APS’s balance sheet and which may lead to increased cost 

of capital impacting customers. PPAs are recovered dollar for dollar through the 

Company’s PSA mechanism, where customers also realize the benefit of these 

agreements related to low-cost fuel alternatives. 

Chairwoman Márquez Peterson references the approach used in Michigan, where 

utilities have the ability to recover a return on and of PPAs through a separate 

financial compensation mechanism. Assuming APS were able to earn a return on 

and of PPA costs through its PSA or similar mechanism, this would likely be 

viewed as credit positive and help to support the financial health of the Company, 

thereby benefiting APS’s customers. In the absence of a concurrent cost recovery 

mechanism for both the return on and of PPA costs, however, these benefits would 

be lost and the Company’s financial health would likely be diminished.  

VII. FAIR VALUE INCREMENT REQUEST 

Q. WHAT IS APS’S FAIR VALUE RATE OF RETURN? 

A. Figure 1 below reflects APS’s proposed rate of return on a fair value rate base 

(FVRB) of 4.92%, which is based on a fair value rate base of $16,584,454,000.  
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Q. IS THE APPLICATION OF A RETURN ON THE FAIR VALUE 

INCREMENT CONSISTENT WITH PRIOR COMMISSION CASES? 

A. Yes. The Commission has authorized returns on the fair value increment in 

previous cases. In these cases, the Commission typically authorized a return on the 

fair value increment by utilizing the risk-free interest rate as a benchmark.1  

Q. WHAT IS THE REAL RISK-FREE RATE? 

A. The concept of real risk-free rates involves removing the rate of inflation from the 

nominal risk-free rate. The nominal risk-free rate is based on the yields of U.S. 

Treasury bonds, which are universally considered by investors to be risk-free 

investments.  

Q. WHAT RATE OF RETURN SHOULD BE APPLIED TO THE FAIR 

VALUE INCREMENT IN THIS CASE? 

A. As discussed and analyzed more comprehensively in Dr. Morin’s testimony, the 

nominal risk-free rate is 3.7%, and the real risk-free rate is estimated to be 1%. In 

this case, APS is proposing a return on the fair value increment of 1%, which aligns 

to Dr. Morin’s real risk-free rate. APS believes this proposal is both reasonable and 

consistent with previous Commission decisions.  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

A. Yes, it does. 

 

 
1 See, e.g., Decision No. 70665 at 32-33 (Dec. 24, 2008).  









































































































Criteria | Corporates | Utilities:

Key Credit Factors For The Regulated Utilities
Industry
November 19, 2013

(Editor's Note: We're republishing this article following our periodic review completed on June 5, 2018. See the "Revisions And
Updates" section for details.)

1. This article presents S&P Global Ratings' methodology and assumptions for Regulated Utilities.
This article relates to "Corporate Methodology," Nov. 19, 2013 and "Principles Of Credit Ratings,"
Feb. 16, 2011.

2. This paragraph has been deleted.

SCOPE OF THE CRITERIA
3. These criteria apply to entities where regulated utilities represent a material part of their

business, other than U.S. public power, water, sewer, gas, and electric cooperative utilities that
are owned by federal, state, or local governmental bodies or by ratepayers. A regulated utility is
defined as a corporation that offers an essential or near-essential infrastructure product,
commodity, or service with little or no practical substitute (mainly electricity, water, and gas), a
business model that is shielded from competition (naturally, by law, shadow regulation, or by
government policies and oversight), and is subject to comprehensive regulation by a regulatory
body or implicit oversight of its rates (sometimes referred to as tariffs), service quality, and terms
of service. The regulators base the rates that they set on some form of cost recovery, including an
economic return on assets, rather than relying on a market price. The regulated operations can
range from individual parts of the utility value chain (water, gas, and electricity networks or
"grids," electricity generation, retail operations, etc.) to the entire integrated chain, from
procurement to sales to the end customer. In some jurisdictions, our view of government support
can also affect the final rating outcome, as per our government-related entity criteria (see
"General Criteria: Rating Government-Related Entities: Methodology and Assumptions," March
25, 2015).

SUMMARY OF THE CRITERIA
4. This article presents S&P Global Ratings criteria for analyzing regulated utilities, applying its

corporate criteria. The criteria for evaluating the competitive position of regulated utilities amend
and partially supersede the "Competitive Position" section of the corporate criteria when
evaluating these entities. The criteria for determining the cash flow leverage assessment partially
supersede the "Cash Flow/Leverage" section of the corporate criteria for the purpose of
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evaluating regulated utilities, specifically, the conditions to apply low, medial, and standard
volatility tables. The section on liquidity for regulated utilities partially amends existing criteria. All
other sections of the corporate criteria apply to the analysis of regulated utilities.

5. This paragraph has been deleted.

6. This paragraph has been deleted.

METHODOLOGY

Part I--Business Risk Analysis

Industry risk
7. Within the framework of Standard & Poor's general criteria for assessing industry risk, we view

regulated utilities as a "very low risk" industry (category '1'). We derive this assessment from our
view of the segment's low risk ('2') cyclicality and very low risk ('1') competitive risk and growth
assessment.

8. In our view, demand for regulated utility services typically exhibits low cyclicality, being a function
of such key drivers as employment growth, household formation, and general economic trends.
Pricing is non-cyclical, since it is usually based in some form on the cost of providing service.

Cyclicality
9. We assess cyclicality for regulated utilities as low risk ('2'). Utilities typically offer products and

services that are essential and not easily replaceable. Based on our analysis of global Compustat
data, utilities had an average peak-to-trough (PTT) decline in revenues of about 6% during
recessionary periods since 1952. Over the same period, utilities had an average PTT decline in
EBITDA margin of about 5% during recessionary periods, with PTT EBITDA margin declines less
severe in more recent periods. The PTT drop in profitability that occurred in the most recent
recession (2007-2009) was less than the long-term average.

10. With an average drop in revenues of 6% and an average profitability decline of 5%, utilities'
cyclicality assessment calibrates to low risk ('2'). We generally consider that the higher the level of
profitability cyclicality in an industry, the higher the credit risk of entities operating in that
industry. However, the overall effect of cyclicality on an industry's risk profile may be mitigated or
exacerbated by an industry's competitive and growth environment.

Competitive risk and growth
11. We view regulated utilities as warranting a very low risk ('1') competitive risk and growth

assessment. For competitive risk and growth, we assess four sub-factors as low, medium, or high
risk. These sub-factors are:

- Effectiveness of industry barriers to entry;

- Level and trend of industry profit margins;

- Risk of secular change and substitution by products, services, and technologies; and

- Risk in growth trends.
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Effectiveness of barriers to entry--low risk
12. Barriers to entry are high. Utilities are normally shielded from direct competition. Utility services

are commonly naturally monopolistic (they are not efficiently delivered through competitive
channels and often require access to public thoroughfares for distribution), and so regulated
utilities are granted an exclusive franchise, license, or concession to serve a specified territory in
exchange for accepting an obligation to serve all customers in that area and the regulation of its
rates and operations.

Level and trend of industry profit margins--low risk
13. Demand is sometimes and in some places subject to a moderate degree of seasonality, and

weather conditions can significantly affect sales levels at times over the short term. However,
those factors even out over time, and there is little pressure on margins if a utility can pass higher
costs along to customers via higher rates.

Risk of secular change and substitution of products, services, and
technologies--low risk

14. Utility products and services are not overly subject to substitution. Where substitution is possible,
as in the case of natural gas, consumer behavior is usually stable and there is not a lot of
switching to other fuels. Where switching does occur, cost allocation and rate design practices in
the regulatory process can often mitigate this risk so that utility profitability is relatively
indifferent to the substitutions.

Risk in industry growth trends--low risk
15. As noted above, regulated utilities are not highly cyclical. However, the industry is often well

established and, in our view, long-range demographic trends support steady demand for essential
utility services over the long term. As a result, we would expect revenue growth to generally match
GDP when economic growth is positive.

B. Country risk
16. In assessing "country risk" for a regulated utility, our analysis uses the same methodology as with

other corporate issuers (see "Corporate Methodology").

C. Competitive position
17. In the corporate criteria, competitive position is assessed as ('1') excellent, ('2') strong, ('3')

satisfactory, ('4') fair, ('5') weak, or ('6') vulnerable.

18. The analysis of competitive position includes a review of:

- Competitive advantage,

- Scale, scope, and diversity,

- Operating efficiency, and
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- Profitability.

19. In the corporate criteria we assess the strength of each of the first three components. Each
component is assessed as either: (1) strong, (2) strong/adequate, (3) adequate, (4)
adequate/weak, or (5) weak. After assessing these components, we determine the preliminary
competitive position assessment by ascribing a specific weight to each component. The applicable
weightings will depend on the company's Competitive Position Group Profile. The group profile for
regulated utilities is "National Industries & Utilities," with a weighting of the three components as
follows: competitive advantage (60%), scale, scope, and diversity (20%), and operating efficiency
(20%). Profitability is assessed by combining two sub-components: level of profitability and the
volatility of profitability.

20. "Competitive advantage" cannot be measured with the same sub-factors as competitive firms
because utilities are not primarily subject to influence of market forces. Therefore, these criteria
supersede the "competitive advantage" section of the corporate criteria. We analyze instead a
utility's "regulatory advantage" (section 1 below).

Assessing regulatory advantage
21. The regulatory framework/regime's influence is of critical importance when assessing regulated

utilities' credit risk because it defines the environment in which a utility operates and has a
significant bearing on a utility's financial performance.

22. We base our assessment of the regulatory framework's relative credit supportiveness on our view
of how regulatory stability, efficiency of tariff setting procedures, financial stability, and regulatory
independence protect a utility's credit quality and its ability to recover its costs and earn a timely
return. Our view of these four pillars is the foundation of a utility's regulatory support. We then
assess the utility's business strategy, in particular its regulatory strategy and its ability to manage
the tariff-setting process, to arrive at a final regulatory advantage assessment.

23. When assessing regulatory advantage, we first consider four pillars and sub-factors that we
believe are key for a utility to recover all its costs, on time and in full, and earn a return on its
capital employed:

24. Regulatory stability:

- Transparency of the key components of the rate setting and how these are assessed

- Predictability that lowers uncertainty for the utility and its stakeholders

- Consistency in the regulatory framework over time

25. Tariff-setting procedures and design:

- Recoverability of all operating and capital costs in full

- Balance of the interests and concerns of all stakeholders affected

- Incentives that are achievable and contained

26. Financial stability:

- Timeliness of cost recovery to avoid cash flow volatility

- Flexibility to allow for recovery of unexpected costs if they arise

- Attractiveness of the framework to attract long-term capital

- Capital support during construction to alleviate funding and cash flow pressure during periods
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of heavy investments

27. Regulatory independence and insulation:

- Market framework and energy policies that support long-term financeability of the utilities and
that is clearly enshrined in law and separates the regulator's powers

- Risks of political intervention is absent so that the regulator can efficiently protect the utility's
credit profile even during a stressful event

28. We have summarized the key characteristics of the assessments for regulatory advantage in table
1.

Table 1

Preliminary Regulatory Advantage Assessment

Qualifier What it means Guidance

Strong The utility has a major regulatory advantage due to one or a
combination of factors that support cost recovery and a return
on capital combined with lower than average volatility of
earnings and cash flows.

The utility operates in a regulatory climate
that is transparent, predictable, and
consistent from a credit perspective.

There are strong prospects that the utility can sustain this
advantage over the long term.

The utility can fully and timely recover all its
fixed and variable operating costs,
investments and capital costs (depreciation
and a reasonable return on the asset base).

This should enable the utility to withstand economic downturns
and political risks better than other utilities.

The tariff set may include a pass-through
mechanism for major expenses such as
commodity costs, or a higher return on new
assets, effectively shielding the utility from
volume and input cost risks.

Any incentives in the regulatory scheme are
contained and symmetrical.

The tariff set includes mechanisms allowing
for a tariff adjustment for the timely
recovery of volatile or unexpected operating
and capital costs.

There is a track record of earning a stable,
compensatory rate of return in cash through
various economic and political cycles and a
projected ability to maintain that record.

There is support of cash flows during
construction of large projects, and
pre-approval of capital investment
programs and large projects lowers the risk
of subsequent disallowances of capital
costs.

The utility operates under a regulatory
system that is sufficiently insulated from
political intervention to efficiently protect
the utility’s credit risk profile even during
stressful events.

Adequate The utility has some regulatory advantages and protection, but
not to the extent that it leads to a superior business model or
durable benefit.

It operates in a regulatory environment that
is less transparent, less predictable, and
less consistent from a credit perspective.
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Table 1

Preliminary Regulatory Advantage Assessment (cont.)

Qualifier What it means Guidance

The utility has some but not all drivers of well-managed
regulatory risk. Certain regulatory factors support the
business’s long-term stability and viability but could result in
periods of below-average levels of profitability and greater
profit volatility. However, overall these regulatory drivers are
partially offset by the utility’s disadvantages or lack of
sustainability of other factors.

The utility is exposed to delays or is not, with
sufficient certainty, able to recover all of its
fixed and variable operating costs,
investments. and capital costs (depreciation
and a reasonable return on the asset base)
within a reasonable time.

Incentive ratemaking practices are
asymmetrical and material, and could
detract from credit quality.

The utility is exposed to the risk that it
doesn’t recover unexpected or volatile costs
in a full or less than timely manner due to
lack of flexible reopeners or annual revenue
adjustments.

There is an uneven track record of earning a
compensatory rate of return in cash through
various economic and political cycles and a
projected ability to maintain that record.

There is little or no support of cash flows
during construction, and investment
decisions on large projects (and therefore
the risk of subsequent disallowances of
capital costs) rest mostly with the utility.

The utility operates under a regulatory
system that is not sufficiently insulated
from political intervention and is sometimes
subject to overt political influence.

Weak The utility suffers from a complete breakdown of regulatory
protection that places the utility at a significant disadvantage.

The utility operates in an opaque regulatory
climate that lacks transparency,
predictability, and consistency.

The utility’s regulatory risk is such that the long-term cost
recovery and investment return is highly uncertain and
materially delayed, leading to volatile or weak cash flows. There
is the potential for material stranded assets with no prospect of
recovery.

The utility cannot fully and/or timely recover
its fixed and variable operating costs,
investments, and capital costs (depreciation
and a reasonable return on the asset base).

There is a track record of earning minimal or
negative rates of return in cash through
various economic and political cycles and a
projected inability to improve that record
sustainably.

The utility must make significant capital
commitments with no solid legal basis for
the full recovery of capital costs.

Ratemaking practices actively harm credit
quality.

The utility is regularly subject to overt
political influence.

29. After determining the preliminary regulatory advantage assessment, we then assess the utility's
business strategy. Most importantly, this factor addresses the effectiveness of a utility's
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management of the regulatory risk in the jurisdiction(s) where it operates. In certain jurisdictions,
a utility's regulatory strategy and its ability to manage the tariff-setting process effectively so that
revenues change with costs can be a compelling regulatory risk factor. A utility's approach and
strategies surrounding regulatory matters can create a durable "competitive advantage" that
differentiates it from peers, especially if the risk of political intervention is high. The assessment
of a utility's business strategy is informed by historical performance and its forward-looking
business objectives. We evaluate these objectives in the context of industry dynamics and the
regulatory climate in which the utility operates, as evaluated through the factors cited in
paragraphs 24-27.

30. We modify the preliminary regulatory advantage assessment to reflect this influence positively or
negatively. Where business strategy has limited effect relative to peers, we view the implications
as neutral and make no adjustment. A positive assessment improves the preliminary regulatory
advantage assessment by one category and indicates that management's business strategy is
expected to bolster its regulatory advantage through favorable commission rulings beyond what is
typical for a utility in that jurisdiction. Conversely, where management's strategy or businesses
decisions result in adverse regulatory outcomes relative to peers, such as failure to achieve typical
cost recovery or allowed returns, we adjust the preliminary regulatory advantage assessment one
category worse. In extreme cases of poor strategic execution, the preliminary regulatory
advantage assessment is adjusted by two categories worse (when possible; see table 2) to reflect
management decisions that are likely to result in a significantly adverse regulatory outcome
relative to peers.

Table 2

Determining The Final Regulatory Advantage Assessment

--Strategy modifier--

Preliminary regulatory advantage score Positive Neutral Negative Very negative

Strong Strong Strong Strong/Adequate Adequate

Strong/Adequate Strong Strong/Adequate Adequate Adequate/Weak

Adequate Strong/Adequate Adequate Adequate/Weak Weak

Adequate/Weak Adequate Adequate/Weak Weak Weak

Weak Adequate/Weak Weak Weak Weak

Scale, scope, and diversity
31. We consider the key factors for this component of competitive position to be primarily operational

scale and diversity of the geographic, economic, and regulatory foot prints. We focus on a utility's
markets, service territories, and diversity and the extent that these attributes can contribute to
cash flow stability while dampening the effect of economic and market threats.

32. A utility that warrants a Strong or Strong/Adequate assessment has scale, scope, and diversity
that support the stability of its revenues and profits by limiting its vulnerability to most
combinations of adverse factors, events, or trends. The utility's significant advantages enable it to
withstand economic, regional, competitive, and technological threats better than its peers. It
typically is characterized by a combination of the following factors:

- A large and diverse customer base with no meaningful customer concentration risk, where
residential and small to medium commercial customers typically provide most operating
income.
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- The utility's range of service territories and regulatory jurisdictions is better than others in the
sector.

- Exposure to multiple regulatory authorities where we assess preliminary regulatory advantage
to be at least Adequate. In the case of exposure to a single regulatory regime, the regulatory
advantage assessment is either Strong or Strong/Adequate.

- No meaningful exposure to a single or few assets or suppliers that could hurt operations or
could not easily be replaced.

33. A utility that warrants a Weak or Weak/Adequate assessment lacks scale, scope, and diversity
such that it compromises the stability and sustainability of its revenues and profits. The utility's
vulnerability to, or reliance on, various elements of this sub-factor is such that it is less likely than
its peers to withstand economic, competitive, or technological threats. It typically is characterized
by a combination of the following factors:

- A small customer base, especially if burdened by customer and/or industry concentration
combined with little economic diversity and average to below-average economic prospects;

- Exposure to a single service territory and a regulatory authority with a preliminary regulatory
advantage assessment of Adequate or Adequate/Weak; or

- Dependence on a single supplier or asset that cannot easily be replaced and which hurts the
utility's operations.

34. We generally believe a larger service territory with a diverse customer base and average to
above-average economic growth prospects provides a utility with cushion and flexibility in the
recovery of operating costs and ongoing investment (including replacement and growth capital
spending), as well as lessening the effect of external shocks (i.e., extreme local weather) since the
incremental effect on each customer declines as the scale increases.

35. We consider residential and small commercial customers as having more stable usage patterns
and being less exposed to periodic economic weakness, even after accounting for some
weather-driven usage variability. Significant industrial exposure along with a local economy that
largely depends on one or few cyclical industries potentially contributes to the cyclicality of a
utility's load and financial performance, magnifying the effect of an economic downturn.

36. A utility's cash flow generation and stability can benefit from operating in multiple geographic
regions that exhibit average to better than average levels of wealth, employment, and growth that
underpin the local economy and support long-term growth. Where operations are in a single
geographic region, the risk can be ameliorated if the region is sufficiently large, demonstrates
economic diversity, and has at least average demographic characteristics.

37. The detriment of operating in a single large geographic area is subject to the strength of regulatory
assessment. Where a utility operates in a single large geographic area and has a strong regulatory
assessment, the benefit of diversity can be incremental.

Operating efficiency
38. We consider the key factors for this component of competitive position to be:

- Compliance with the terms of its operating license, including safety, reliability, and
environmental standards;

- Cost management; and

- Capital spending: scale, scope, and management.
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39. Relative to peers, we analyze how successful a utility management achieves the above factors
within the levels allowed by the regulator in a manner that promotes cash flow stability. We
consider how management of these factors reduces the prospect of penalties for noncompliance,
operating costs being greater than allowed, and capital projects running over budget and time,
which could hurt full cost recovery.

40. The relative importance of the above three factors, particularly cost and capital spending
management, is determined by the type of regulation under which the utility operates. Utilities
operating under robust "cost plus" regimes tend to be more insulated given the high degree of
confidence costs will invariably be passed through to customers. Utilities operating under
incentive-based regimes are likely to be more sensitive to achieving regulatory standards. This is
particularly so in the regulatory regimes that involve active consultation between regulator and
utility and market testing as opposed to just handing down an outcome on a more arbitrary basis.

41. In some jurisdictions, the absolute performance standards are less relevant than how the utility
performs against the regulator's performance benchmarks. It is this performance that will drive
any penalties or incentive payments and can be a determinant of the utilities' credibility on
operating and asset-management plans with its regulator.

42. Therefore, we consider that utilities that perform these functions well are more likely to
consistently achieve determinations that maximize the likelihood of cost recovery and full
inclusion of capital spending in their asset bases. Where regulatory resets are more at the
discretion of the utility, effective cost management, including of labor, may allow for more control
over the timing and magnitude of rate filings to maximize the chances of a constructive outcome
such as full operational and capital cost recovery while protecting against reputational risks.

43. A regulated utility that warrants a Strong or Strong/Adequate assessment for operating efficiency
relative to peers generates revenues and profits through minimizing costs, increasing efficiencies,
and asset utilization. It typically is characterized by a combination of the following:

- High safety record;

- Service reliability is strong, with a track record of meeting operating performance requirements
of stakeholders, including those of regulators. Moreover, the utility's asset profile (including
age and technology) is such that we have confidence that it could sustain favorable
performance against targets;

- Where applicable, the utility is well-placed to meet current and potential future environmental
standards;

- Management maintains very good cost control. Utilities with the highest assessment for
operating efficiency have shown an ability to manage both their fixed and variable costs in line
with regulatory expectations (including labor and working capital management being in line
with regulator's allowed collection cycles); or

- There is a history of a high level of project management execution in capital spending programs,
including large one-time projects, almost invariably within regulatory allowances for timing and
budget.

44. A regulated utility that warrants an Adequate assessment for operating efficiency relative to peers
has a combination of cost position and efficiency factors that support profit sustainability
combined with average volatility. Its cost structure is similar to its peers. It typically is
characterized by a combination of the following factors:

- High safety performance;

- Service reliability is satisfactory with a track record of mostly meeting operating performance
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requirements of stakeholders, including those of regulators. We have confidence that a
favorable performance against targets can be mostly sustained;

- Where applicable, the utility may be challenged to comply with current and future
environmental standards that could increase in the medium term;

- Management maintains adequate cost control. Utilities that we assess as having adequate
operating efficiency mostly manage their fixed and variable costs in line with regulatory
expectations (including labor and working capital management being mostly in line with
regulator's allowed collection cycles); or

- There is a history of adequate project management skills in capital spending programs within
regulatory allowances for timing and budget.

45. A regulated utility that warrants a weak or weak/adequate assessment for operating efficiency
relative to peers has a combination of cost position and efficiency factors that fail to support profit
sustainability combined with below-average volatility. Its cost structure is worse than its peers. It
typically is characterized by a combination of the following:

- Poor safety performance;

- Service reliability has been sporadic or non-existent with a track record of not meeting
operating performance requirements of stakeholders, including those of regulators. We do not
believe the utility can consistently meet performance targets without additional capital
spending;

- Where applicable, the utility is challenged to comply with current environmental standards and
is highly vulnerable to more onerous standards;

- Management typically exceeds operating costs authorized by regulators;

- Inconsistent project management skills as evidenced by cost overruns and delays including for
maintenance capital spending; or

- The capital spending program is large and complex and falls into the weak or weak/adequate
assessment, even if operating efficiency is generally otherwise considered adequate.

Profitability
46. A utility with above-average profitability would, relative to its peers, generally earn a rate of return

at or above what regulators authorize and have minimal exposure to earnings volatility from
affiliated unregulated business activities or market-sensitive regulated operations. Conversely, a
utility with below-average profitability would generally earn rates of return well below the
authorized return relative to its peers or have significant exposure to earnings volatility from
affiliated unregulated business activities or market-sensitive regulated operations.

47. The profitability assessment consists of "level of profitability" and "volatility of profitability."

Level of profitability
48. Key measures of general profitability for regulated utilities commonly include ratios, which we

compare both with those of peers and those of companies in other industries to reflect different
countries' regulatory frameworks and business environments:

- EBITDA margin,
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- Return on capital (ROC), and

- Return on equity (ROE).

49. In many cases, EBITDA as a percentage of sales (i.e., EBITDA margin) is a key indicator of
profitability. This is because the book value of capital does not always reflect true earning
potential, for example when governments privatize or restructure incumbent state-owned utilities.
Regulatory capital values can vary with those of reported capital because regulatory capital values
are not inflation-indexed and could be subject to different assumptions concerning depreciation.
In general, a country's inflation rate or required rate of return on equity investment is closely
linked to a utility company's profitability. We do not adjust our analysis for these factors, because
we can make our assessment through a peer comparison.

50. For regulated utilities subject to full cost-of-service regulation and return-on-investment
requirements, we normally measure profitability using ROE, the ratio of net income available for
common stockholders to average common equity. When setting rates, the regulator ultimately
bases its decision on an authorized ROE. However, different factors such as variances in costs and
usage may influence the return a utility is actually able to earn, and consequently our analysis of
profitability for cost-of-service-based utilities centers on the utility's ability to consistently earn
the authorized ROE.

51. We will use return on capital when pass-through costs distort profit margins--for instance
congestion revenues or collection of third-party revenues. This is also the case when the utility
uses accelerated depreciation of assets, which in our view might not be sustainable in the long
run.

Volatility of profitability
52. We may observe a clear difference between the volatility of actual profitability and the volatility of

underlying regulatory profitability. In these cases, we could use the regulatory accounts as a proxy
to judge the stability of earnings.

53. We use actual returns to calculate the standard error of regression for regulated utility issuers
(only if there are at least seven years of historical annual data to ensure meaningful results). If we
believe recurring mergers and acquisitions or currency fluctuations affect the results, we may
make adjustments.

Part II--Financial Risk Analysis

D. Accounting
54. Our analysis of a company's financial statements begins with a review of the accounting to

determine whether the statements accurately measure a company's performance and position
relative to its peers and the larger universe of corporate entities. To allow for globally consistent
and comparable financial analyses, our rating analysis may include quantitative adjustments to a
company's reported results. These adjustments also align a company's reported figures with our
view of underlying economic conditions and give us a more accurate portrayal of a company's
ongoing business. We discuss adjustments that pertain broadly to all corporate sectors, including
this sector, in "Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adjustments." Accounting characteristics and
analytical adjustments unique to this sector are discussed below.
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Accounting characteristics
55. Some important accounting practices for utilities include:

- For integrated electric utilities that meet native load obligations in part with third-party power
contracts, we use our purchased power methodology to adjust measures for the debt-like
obligation such contracts represent (see below).

- Due to distortions in leverage measures from the substantial seasonal working-capital
requirements of natural gas distribution utilities, we adjust inventory and debt balances by
netting the value of inventory against outstanding short-term borrowings. This adjustment
provides an accurate view of the company's balance sheet by reducing seasonal debt balances
when we see a very high certainty of near-term cost recovery (see below).

- We deconsolidate securitized debt (and associated revenues and expenses) that has been
accorded specialized recovery provisions (see below).

- For water utilities that report under U.K. GAAP, we adjust ratios for infrastructure renewals
accounting, which permits water companies to capitalize the maintenance spending on their
infrastructure assets (see below). The adjustments aim to make those water companies that
report under U.K. GAAP more comparable to those that report under accounting regimes that
do not permit infrastructure renewals accounting.

56. In the U.S. and selectively in other regions, utilities employ "regulatory accounting," which permits
a rate-regulated company to defer some revenues and expenses to match the timing of the
recognition of those items in rates as determined by regulators. A utility subject to regulatory
accounting will therefore have assets and liabilities on its books that an unregulated corporation,
or even regulated utilities in many other global regions, cannot record. We do not adjust GAAP
earnings or balance-sheet figures to remove the effects of regulatory accounting. However, as
more countries adopt International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), the use of regulatory
accounting will become more scarce. IFRS does not currently provide for any recognition of the
effects of rate regulation for financial reporting purposes, but it is considering the use of
regulatory accounting. We do not anticipate altering our fundamental financial analysis of utilities
because of the use or non-use of regulatory accounting. We will continue to analyze the effects of
regulatory actions on a utility's financial health.

Purchased power adjustment
57. We view long-term purchased power agreements (PPA) as creating fixed, debt-like financial

obligations that represent substitutes for debt-financed capital investments in generation
capacity. By adjusting financial measures to incorporate PPA fixed obligations, we achieve greater
comparability of utilities that finance and build generation capacity and those that purchase
capacity to satisfy new load. PPAs do benefit utilities by shifting various risks to the electricity
generators, such as construction risk and most of the operating risk. The principal risk borne by a
utility that relies on PPAs is recovering the costs of the financial obligation in rates.

58. We calculate the present value (PV) of the future stream of capacity payments under the contracts
as reported in the financial statement footnotes or as supplied directly by the company. The
discount rate used is the same as the one used in the operating lease adjustment, i.e., 7%. For
U.S. companies, notes to the financial statements enumerate capacity payments for the coming
five years, and a thereafter period. Company forecasts show the detail underlying the thereafter
amount, or we divide the amount reported as thereafter by the average of the capacity payments
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in the preceding five years to get an approximation of annual payments after year five.

59. We also consider new contracts that will start during the forecast period. The company provides
us the information regarding these contracts. If these contracts represent extensions of existing
PPAs, they are immediately included in the PV calculation. However, a contract sometimes is
executed in anticipation of incremental future needs, so the energy will not flow until some later
period and there are no interim payments. In these instances, we incorporate that contract in our
projections, starting in the year that energy deliveries begin under the contract. The projected PPA
debt is included in projected ratios as a current rating factor, even though it is not included in the
current-year ratio calculations.

60. The PV is adjusted to reflect regulatory or legislative cost-recovery mechanisms when present.
Where there is no explicit regulatory or legislative recovery of PPA costs, as in most European
countries, the PV may be adjusted for other mitigating factors that reduce the risk of the PPAs to
the utility, such as a limited economic importance of the PPAs to the utility's overall portfolio. The
adjustment reduces the debt-equivalent amount by multiplying the PV by a specific risk factor.

61. Risk factors based on regulatory or legislative cost recovery typically range between 0% and 50%,
but can be as high as 100%. A 100% risk factor would signify that substantially all risk related to
contractual obligations rests on the company, with no regulatory or legislative support. A 0% risk
factor indicates that the burden of the contractual payments rests solely with ratepayers, as when
the utility merely acts as a conduit for the delivery of a third party's electricity. These utilities are
barred from developing new generation assets, and the power supplied to their customers is
sourced through a state auction or third parties that act as intermediaries between retail
customers and electricity suppliers. We employ a 50% risk factor in cases where regulators use
base rates for the recovery of the fixed PPA costs. If a regulator has established a separate
adjustment mechanism for recovery of all prudent PPA costs, a risk factor of 25% is employed. In
certain jurisdictions, true-up mechanisms are more favorable and frequent than the review of
base rates, but still do not amount to pure fuel adjustment clauses. Such mechanisms may be
triggered by financial thresholds or passage of prescribed periods of time. In these instances, a
risk factor between 25% and 50% is employed. Specialized, legislatively created cost-recovery
mechanisms may lead to risk factors between 0% and 15%, depending on the legislative
provisions for cost recovery and the supply function borne by the utility. Legislative guarantees of
complete and timely recovery of costs are particularly important to achieving the lowest risk
factors. We also exclude short-term PPAs where they serve merely as gap fillers, pending either
the construction of new capacity or the execution of long-term PPAs.

62. Where there is no explicit regulatory or legislative recovery of PPA costs, the risk factor is generally
100%. We may use a lower risk factor if mitigating factors reduce the risk of the PPAs on the
utility. Mitigating factors include a long position in owned generation capacity relative to the
utility's customer supply needs that limits the importance of the PPAs to the utility or the ability to
resell power in a highly liquid market at minimal loss. A utility with surplus owned generation
capacity would be assigned a risk factor of less than 100%, generally 50% or lower, because we
would assess its reliance on PPAs as limited. For fixed capacity payments under PPAs related to
renewable power, we use a risk factor of less than 100% if the utility benefits from government
subsidies. The risk factor reflects the degree of regulatory recovery through the government
subsidy.

63. Given the long-term mandate of electric utilities to meet their customers' demand for electricity,
and also to enable comparison of companies with different contract lengths, we may use an
evergreening methodology. Evergreen treatment extends the duration of short- and
intermediate-term contracts to a common length of about 12 years. To quantify the cost of the
extended capacity, we use empirical data regarding the cost of developing new peaking capacity,
incorporating regional differences. The cost of new capacity is translated into a
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dollars-per-kilowatt-year figure using a proxy weighted-average cost of capital and a proxy capital
recovery period.

64. Some PPAs are treated as operating leases for accounting purposes--based on the tenor of the
PPA or the residual value of the asset on the PPA's expiration. We accord PPA treatment to those
obligations, in lieu of lease treatment; rather, the PV of the stream of capacity payments
associated with these PPAs is reduced to reflect the applicable risk factor.

65. Long-term transmission contracts can also substitute for new generation, and, accordingly, may
fall under our PPA methodology. We sometimes view these types of transmission arrangements as
extensions of the power plants to which they are connected or the markets that they serve.
Accordingly, we impute debt for the fixed costs associated with such transmission contracts.

66. Adjustment procedures:

- Data requirements:

- Future capacity payments obtained from the financial statement footnotes or from
management.

- Discount rate: 7%.

- Analytically determined risk factor.

- Calculations:

- Balance sheet debt is increased by the PV of the stream of capacity payments multiplied by the
risk factor.

- Equity is not adjusted because the recharacterization of the PPA implies the creation of an
asset, which offsets the debt.

- Property, plant, and equipment and total assets are increased for the implied creation of an
asset equivalent to the debt.

- An implied interest expense for the imputed debt is determined by multiplying the discount rate
by the amount of imputed debt (or average PPA imputed debt, if there is fluctuation of the
level), and is added to interest expense.

- We impute a depreciation component to PPAs. The depreciation component is determined by
multiplying the relevant year's capacity payment by the risk factor and then subtracting the
implied PPA-related interest for that year. Accordingly, the impact of PPAs on cash flow
measures is tempered.

- The cost amount attributed to depreciation is reclassified as capital spending, thereby
increasing operating cash flow and funds from operations (FFO).

- Some PPA contracts refer only to a single, all-in energy price. We identify an implied capacity
price within such an all-in energy price, to determine an implied capacity payment associated
with the PPA. This implied capacity payment is expressed in dollars per kilowatt-year,
multiplied by the number of kilowatts under contract. (In cases that exhibit markedly different
capacity factors, such as wind power, the relation of capacity payment to the all-in charge is
adjusted accordingly.)

- Operating income before depreciation and amortization (D&A) and EBITDA are increased for the
imputed interest expense and imputed depreciation component, the total of which equals the
entire amount paid for PPA (subject to the risk factor).

- Operating income after D&A and EBIT are increased for interest expense.
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Natural gas inventory adjustment
67. In jurisdictions where a pass-through mechanism is used to recover purchased natural gas costs

of gas distribution utilities within one year, we adjust for seasonal changes in short-debt tied to
building inventories of natural gas in non-peak periods for later use to meet peak loads in peak
months. Such short-term debt is not considered to be part of the utility's permanent capital. Any
history of non-trivial disallowances of purchased gas costs would preclude the use of this
adjustment. The accounting of natural gas inventories and associated short-term debt used to
finance the purchases must be segregated from other trading activities.

68. Adjustment procedures:

- Data requirements:

- Short-term debt amount associated with seasonal purchases of natural gas devoted to meeting
peak-load needs of captive utility customers (obtained from the company).

- Calculations:

- Adjustment to debt--we subtract the identified short-term debt from total debt.

Securitized debt adjustment
69. For regulated utilities, we deconsolidate debt (and associated revenues and expenses) that the

utility issues as part of a securitization of costs that have been segregated for specialized recovery
by the government entity constitutionally authorized to mandate such recovery if the
securitization structure contains a number of protective features:

- An irrevocable, non-bypassable charge and an absolute transfer and first-priority security
interest in transition property;

- Periodic adjustments ("true-up") of the charge to remediate over- or under-collections
compared with the debt service obligation. The true-up ensures collections match debt service
over time and do not diverge significantly in the short run; and,

- Reserve accounts to cover any temporary short-term shortfall in collections.

70. Full cost recovery is in most instances mandated by statute. Examples of securitized costs include
"stranded costs" (above-market utility costs that are deemed unrecoverable when a transition
from regulation to competition occurs) and unusually large restoration costs following a major
weather event such as a hurricane. If the defined features are present, the securitization
effectively makes all consumers responsible for principal and interest payments, and the utility is
simply a pass-through entity for servicing the debt. We therefore remove the debt and related
revenues and expenses from our measures. (See "Securitizing Stranded Costs," Jan. 18, 2001, for
background information.)

71. Adjustment procedures:

- Data requirements:

- Amount of securitized debt on the utility's balance sheet at period end;

- Interest expense related to securitized debt for the period; and

- Principal payments on securitized debt during the period.
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- Calculations:

- Adjustment to debt: We subtract the securitized debt from total debt.

- Adjustment to revenues: We reduce revenue allocated to securitized debt principal and
interest. The adjustment is the sum of interest and principal payments made during the year.

- Adjustment to operating income after depreciation and amortization (D&A) and EBIT: We
reduce D&A related to the securitized debt, which is assumed to equal the principal payments
during the period. As a result, the reduction to operating income after D&A is only for the
interest portion.

- Adjustment to interest expense: We remove the interest expense of the securitized debt from
total interest expense.

- Operating cash flows:

- We reduce operating cash flows for revenues and increase for the assumed interest amount
related to the securitized debt. This results in a net decrease to operating cash flows equal to
the principal repayment amount.

Infrastructure renewals expenditure
72. In England and Wales, water utilities can report under either IFRS or U.K. GAAP. Those that report

under U.K. GAAP are allowed to adopt infrastructure renewals accounting, which enables the
companies to capitalize the maintenance spending on their underground assets, called
infrastructure renewals expenditure (IRE). Under IFRS, infrastructure renewals accounting is not
permitted and maintenance expenditure is charged to earnings in the year incurred. This
difference typically results in lower adjusted operating cash flows for those companies that report
maintenance expenditure as an operating cash flow under IFRS, than for those that report it as
capital expenditure under U.K. GAAP. We therefore make financial adjustments to amounts
reported by water issuers that apply U.K. GAAP, with the aim of making ratios more comparable
with those issuers that report under IFRS and U.S. GAAP. For example, we deduct IRE from EBITDA
and FFO.

73. IRE does not always consist entirely of maintenance expenditure that would be expensed under
IFRS. A portion of IRE can relate to costs that would be eligible for capitalization as they meet the
recognition criteria for a new fixed asset set out in International Accounting Standard 16 that
addresses property, plant, and equipment. In such cases, we may refine our adjustment to U.K.
GAAP companies so that we only deduct from FFO the portion of IRE that would not be capitalized
under IFRS. However, the information to make such a refinement would need to be of high quality,
reliable, and ideally independently verified by a third party, such as the company's auditor. In the
absence of this, we assume that the entire amount of IRE would have been expensed under IFRS
and we accordingly deduct the full expenditure from FFO.

74. Adjustment procedures:

- Data requirements:

- U.K. GAAP accounts typically provide little information on the portion of capital spending that
relates to renewals accounting, or the related depreciation, which is referred to as the
infrastructure renewals charge. The information we use for our adjustments is, however, found
in the regulatory cost accounts submitted annually by the water companies to the Water
Services Regulation Authority, which regulates all water companies in England and Wales.
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- Calculations:

- EBITDA: Reduced by the value of IRE that was capitalized in the period.

- EBIT: Adjusted for the difference between the adjustment to EBITDA and the reduction in the
depreciation expense, depending on the degree to which the actual cash spending in the
current year matches the planned spending over the five-year regulatory review period.

- Cash flow from operations and FFO: Reduced by the value of IRE that was capitalized in the
period.

- Capital spending: Reduced by the value of infrastructure renewals spending that we reclassify
to cash flow from operations.

- Free operating cash flow: No impact, as the reduction in operating cash flows is exactly offset
by the reduction in capital spending.

E. Cash flow/leverage analysis
75. In assessing the cash flow adequacy of a regulated utility, our analysis uses the same

methodology as with other corporate issuers (see "Corporate Methodology"). We assess cash
flow/leverage on a six-point scale ranging from ('1') minimal to ('6') highly leveraged. These scores
are determined by aggregating the assessments of a range of credit ratios, predominantly cash
flow-based, which complement each other by focusing attention on the different levels of a
company's cash flow waterfall in relation to its obligations.

76. The corporate methodology provides benchmark ranges for various cash flow ratios we associate
with different cash flow leverage assessments for standard volatility, medial volatility, and low
volatility industries. The tables of benchmark ratios differ for a given ratio and cash flow leverage
assessment along two dimensions: the starting point for the ratio range and the width of the ratio
range.

77. If an industry's volatility levels are low, the threshold levels for the applicable ratios to achieve a
given cash flow leverage assessment are less stringent, although the width of the ratio range is
narrower. Conversely, if an industry has standard levels of volatility, the threshold levels for the
applicable ratios to achieve a given cash flow leverage assessment may be elevated, but with a
wider range of values.

78. We apply the "low-volatility" table to regulated utilities that qualify under the corporate criteria
and with all of the following characteristics:

- A vast majority of operating cash flows come from regulated operations that are predominantly
at the low end of the utility risk spectrum (e.g., a "network," or distribution/transmission
business unexposed to commodity risk and with very low operating risk);

- A "strong" regulatory advantage assessment;

- An established track record of normally stable credit measures that is expected to continue;

- A demonstrated long-term track record of low funding costs (credit spread) for long-term debt
that is expected to continue; and

- Non-utility activities that are in a separate part of the group (as defined in our group rating
methodology) that we consider to have "nonstrategic" group status and are not deemed high
risk and/or volatile.

79. We apply the "medial volatility" table to companies that do not qualify under paragraph 78 with:
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- A majority of operating cash flows from regulated activities with an "adequate" or better
regulatory advantage assessment; or

- About one-third or more of consolidated operating cash flow comes from regulated utility
activities with a "strong" regulatory advantage and where the average of its remaining activities
have a competitive position assessment of '3' or better.

80. We apply the "standard-volatility" table to companies that do not qualify under paragraph 79 and
with either:

- About one-third or less of its operating cash flow comes from regulated utility activities,
regardless of its regulatory advantage assessment; or

- A regulatory advantage assessment of "adequate/weak" or "weak."

Part III--Rating Modifiers

F. Diversification/portfolio effect
81. In assessing the diversification/portfolio effect on a regulated utility, our analysis uses the same

methodology as with other corporate issuers (see "Corporate Methodology").

G. Capital structure
82. In assessing the quality of the capital structure of a regulated utility, we use the same

methodology as with other corporate issuers (see "Corporate Methodology").

H. Liquidity
83. In assessing a utility's liquidity/short-term factors, our analysis is consistent with the

methodology that applies to corporate issuers (See "Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity
Descriptors For Global Corporate Issuers," Dec. 16, 2014) except for the standards for "adequate"
liquidity set out in paragraph 84 below.

84. The relative certainty of financial performance by utilities operating under relatively predictable
regulatory monopoly frameworks make these utilities attractive to investors even in times of
economic stress and market turbulence compared to conventional industrials. Also, recognizing
the cash flow stability of regulated utilities we allow more discretion when calculating covenant
headroom. For this reason, when determining if utilities with business risk profiles of at least
"satisfactory" meet our definition of "adequate" liquidity, we use slightly lower thresholds:

- A ratio of sources to uses higher than 1.1x, compared with the standard 1.2x;

- Positive sources over uses even if forecast EBITDA declines by 10% (compared with a 15%
decline for corporate issuers); and

- No covenant breach even if forecast EBITDA declines by 10% (compared with a 15% decline for
corporate issuers).
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I. Financial policy
85. In assessing financial policy on a regulated utility, our analysis uses the same methodology as

with other corporate issuers (see "Corporate Methodology").

J. Management and governance
86. In assessing management and governance on a regulated utility, our analysis uses the same

methodology as with other corporate issuers (see "Corporate Methodology").

K. Comparable ratings analysis
87. In assessing the comparable ratings analysis on a regulated utility, our analysis uses the same

methodology as with other corporate issuers (see "Corporate Methodology").

APPENDIX--Frequently Asked Questions

Does Standard & Poor's expect that the business strategy modifier to the
preliminary regulatory advantage will be used extensively?

88. Globally, we expect management's influence will be neutral in most jurisdictions. Where the
regulatory assessment is "strong," it is less likely that a negative business strategy modifier would
be used due to the nature of the regulatory regime that led to the "strong" assessment in the first
place. Utilities in "adequate/weak" and "weak" regulatory regimes are challenged to outperform
due to the uncertainty of such regulatory regimes. For a positive use of the business strategy
modifier, there would need to be a track record of the utility consistently outperforming the
parameters laid down under a regulatory regime, and we would need to believe this could be
sustained. The business strategy modifier is most likely to be used when the preliminary
regulatory advantage assessment is "strong/adequate" because the starting point in the
assessment is reasonably supportive, and a utility has shown it manages regulatory risk better or
worse than its peers in that regulatory environment and we expect that advantage or disadvantage
will persist. An example would be a utility that can consistently earn or exceed its authorized
return in a jurisdiction where most other utilities struggle to do so. If a utility is treated differently
by a regulator due to perceptions of poor customer service or reliability and the "operating
efficiency" component of the competitive position assessment does not fully capture the effect on
the business risk profile, a negative business strategy modifier could be used to accurately
incorporate it into our analysis. We expect very few utilities will be assigned a "very negative"
business strategy modifier.

Does a relatively strong or poor relationship between the utility and its
regulator compared with its peers in the same jurisdiction necessarily result
in a positive or negative adjustment to the preliminary regulatory advantage
assessment?

89. No. The business strategy modifier is used to differentiate a company's regulatory advantage
within a jurisdiction where we believe management's business strategy has and will positively or
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negatively affect regulatory outcomes beyond what is typical for other utilities in that jurisdiction.
For instance, in a regulatory jurisdiction where allowed returns are negotiated rather than set by
formula, a utility that is consistently authorized higher returns (and is able to earn that return)
could warrant a positive adjustment. A management team that cannot negotiate an approved
capital spending program to improve its operating performance could be assessed negatively if its
performance lags behind peers in the same regulatory jurisdiction.

What is your definition of regulatory jurisdiction?
90. A regulatory jurisdiction is defined as the area over which the regulator has oversight and could

include single or multiple subsectors (water, gas, and power). A geographic region may have
several regulatory jurisdictions. For example, the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets and the
Water Services Regulation Authority in the U.K. are considered separate regulatory jurisdictions.
In Ontario, Canada, the Ontario Energy Board represents a single jurisdiction with regulatory
oversight for power and gas. Also, in Australia, the Australian Energy Regulator would be
considered a single jurisdiction given that it is responsible for both electricity and gas
transmission and distribution networks in the entire country, with the exception of Western
Australia.

Are there examples of different preliminary regulatory advantage
assessments in the same country or jurisdiction?

91. Yes. In Israel we rate a regulated integrated power utility and a regulated gas transmission system
operator (TSO). The power utility's relationship with its regulator is extremely poor in our view,
which led to significant cash flow volatility in a stress scenario (when terrorists blew up the gas
pipeline that was then Israel's main source of natural gas, the utility was unable to negotiate
compensation for expensive alternatives in its regulated tariffs). We view the gas TSO's
relationship with its regulator as very supportive and stable. Because we already reflected this in
very different preliminary regulatory advantage assessments, we did not modify the preliminary
assessments because the two regulatory environments in Israel differ and were not the result of
the companies' respective business strategies.

How is regulatory advantage assessed for utilities that are a natural monopoly
but are not regulated by a regulator or a specific regulatory framework, and do
you use the regulatory modifier if they achieve favorable treatment from the
government as an owner?

92. The four regulatory pillars remain the same. On regulatory stability we look at the stability of the
setup, with more emphasis on the historical track record and our expectations regarding future
changes. In tariff-setting procedures and design we look at the utility's ability to fully recover
operating costs, investments requirements, and debt-service obligations. In financial stability we
look at the degree of flexibility in tariffs to counter volume risk or commodity risk. The flexibility
can also relate to the level of indirect competition the utility faces. For example, while Nordic
district heating companies operate under a natural monopoly, their tariff flexibility is partly
restricted by customers' option to change to a different heating source if tariffs are significantly
increased. Regulatory independence and insulation is mainly based on the perceived risk of
political intervention to change the setup that could affect the utility's credit profile. Although
political intervention tends to be mostly negative, in certain cases political ties due to state
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ownership might positively influence tariff determination. We believe that the four pillars
effectively capture the benefits from the close relationship between the utility and the state as an
owner; therefore, we do not foresee the use of the regulatory modifier.

In table 1, when describing a "strong" regulatory advantage assessment, you
mention that there is support of cash flows during construction of large
projects, and preapproval of capital investment programs and large projects
lowers the risk of subsequent disallowances of capital costs. Would this
preclude a "strong" regulatory advantage assessment in jurisdictions where
those practices are absent?

93. No. The table is guidance as to what we would typically expect from a regulatory framework that
we would assess as "strong." We would expect some frameworks with no capital support during
construction to receive a "strong" regulatory advantage assessment if in aggregate the other
factors we analyze support that conclusion.

REVISIONS AND UPDATES

This article was originally published on Nov. 19, 2013. These criteria became effective on Nov. 19,
2013.

Changes introduced after original publication:

- Following our periodic review completed on June 17, 2016, we updated the contact information
and criteria references and deleted paragraphs 2, 5, and 6, which were related to the initial
publication of our criteria and no longer relevant.

- Following our periodic review completed on June 6, 2017, we updated the contact information
and criteria references and clarified paragraphs 4 and 84.

- Following our periodic review completed on June 5, 2018, we updated the contact information
and criteria references and renamed the "Revision History" section to "Revisions And Updates."
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- Methodology: Jurisdiction Ranking Assessments, Jan. 21, 2016

- General Criteria: Rating Government-Related Entities: Methodology And Assumptions, March
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- Methodology: Industry Risk, Nov. 19, 2013
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Standard & Poor's (Australia) Pty. Ltd. holds Australian financial services licence number 337565 under the Corporations
Act 2001. Standard & Poor's credit ratings and related research are not intended for and must not be distributed to any
person in Australia other than a wholesale client (as defined in Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act).

These criteria represent the specific application of fundamental principles that define credit risk
and ratings opinions. Their use is determined by issuer- or issue-specific attributes as well as
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services' assessment of the credit and, if applicable, structural risks
for a given issuer or issue rating. Methodology and assumptions may change from time to time as
a result of market and economic conditions, issuer- or issue-specific factors, or new empirical
evidence that would affect our credit judgment.
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ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 

CLEAN ENERGY PROXY MATRIX 

 

The following matrix has been prepared in response to Chairwoman Márquez Peterson’s letter of 
June 2, 2022 requesting information for a set of operating utilities that could provide the basis for 
a Clean Energy Proxy Group.  The Chairwoman’s letter can be found here:  E000019523.pdf 
(azcc.gov). 

The matrix provides operating, financial, and clean energy data for 80 operating utilities, 
including APS, that meet the Chairwoman’s threshold criteria as listed in Attachment C of her 
letter.  These utilities are investor-owned, located in the lower 48 contiguous states, and have 
annual operating revenues of $10 million or more.  APS has added an additional threshold: all 
the utilities on the list are located in states that have not adopted full retail competition, as 
utilities without owned generation assets are not appropriate for proxy comparison purposes to 
the Company. 

The matrix is presented in two sections: the first provides operating and financial data for each 
utility, and the second provides clean energy data for each utility.  The list of utilities was 
developed from information gathered by the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) in the report Profiles 
and Rankings of Investor-Owned Electric Companies dated December 2021.  

Below is a description of the data included in the matrix along with the sources from which the 
data was compiled. 

 

Utility Identifying Data. 

Column A: Operating utility name.  For some utilities that have recently merged or have 
retained an earlier name, a “doing business as (DBA)” name is included to help 
identify the utility.  Data source(s):  EEI. 

Column B: State.  Lists the state(s) in which the operating utility provides electric service to 
ultimate retail customers.  Data source(s):  EEI. 

Column C: Holding Company.  Shows the operating utility’s holding company, if any.  Data 
source(s):  EEI. 

 

Operating and Financial Data. 

Column D: Holding Company Included in Dr. Morin’s Proxy Group.  Identifies whether the 
operating utility is held by a company included in the proxy group used to prepare 
a reliable and statistically valid Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) cost of capital 
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model by APS witness Dr. Roger Morin, the Company’s cost of equity expert.  
Data source(s): Direct Testimony of Roger A. Morin on behalf of Arizona Public 
Service Company in Docket No. E-01345A-22-0144. 

Column E: RTO/ISO.  Identifies the Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) or 
Independent System Operator (ISO) each utility is associated with, if any.  Data 
source(s):  EEI, individual RTO and ISO websites, individual utility and holding 
company websites. 

Column F: Size of Service Territory.  Provides the square miles of electric certificated 
service territory for the utility as a whole, including service territory in all states 
in which the utility operates. Data source(s):  EEI, individual utility and holding 
company websites. 

Column G: Transmission Pole Miles.  Lists the number of pole miles for both wholly owned 
and jointly owned utility transmission lines.  Data source(s): Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) Form 1. 

Column H: Nuclear Plant Ownership and Operation.  Identifies utilities that have an 
ownership stake in a currently operating nuclear generating station and those that 
are also responsible for operation and management of the resource.  Data 
source(s): Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) website. 

Column I: Test Year Period.  Shows the period (historical and/or forecasted) used to 
determine customer rates in each jurisdiction in which the utility operates.  Data 
source(s): S&P Global Market Intelligence (Regulatory Research Associates). 

Column J: Commissioner Selection Process.  Lists the method by which Commissioners are 
determined in each jurisdiction the utility is regulated in.  Data source(s): S&P 
Global Market Intelligence (Regulatory Research Associates). 

Column K: Most Recent Electric Return on Equity (ROE) Approved by the Public Utility 
Commission (PUC).  Provides the ROE most recently approved by each 
jurisdiction in which the utility operates, if made available.  Data source(s): S&P 
Global Market Intelligence (Regulatory Research Associates). 

Column L: Operating Utility Actual 2021 Year-End ROE.  Identifies the actual achieved 
ROE for the utility as reported in SEC filings if available.  This statistic is shown 
and identified as Return on Average Common Equity (ROACE) for some utilities.  
Data source(s): S&P Global Market Intelligence (Regulatory Research 
Associates). 

Column M: Residential Customers Served at Year-End 2021.  Provides the percentage of 
residential customers to total retail customers served for each jurisdiction in 
which the utility operates.  Data source(s):  Energy Information Administration 
(EIA). 
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Clean Energy Data. 

Column N: Utility Clean/Renewable Electric Energy Commitment/Goal.  Lists the operating 
utility’s individual clean energy goal if different from the holding company goal. 
Data source(s):  Utility and Holding Company individual websites.  

Column O: Holding Company Clean/Renewable Electric Energy Commitment/Goal.  
Provides the holding company’s clean energy goals.  Data source(s):  Utility and 
Holding Company individual websites.  

Column P: State Clean/Renewable Energy Standard/Goal.  Identifies goals adopted by the 
state through legislation or by the public utility commission through rulemakings 
for each state in which the utility operates.  Data source(s):  Database of State 
Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency (DSIRE), EIA, individual jurisdictional 
commission websites, individual state websites. 

Column Q: Energy/Resource Mix.  Provides energy or generation mix (as noted) for each 
utility as available.  Data source(s): EIA, individual utility websites, holding 
company websites. 

Column R: Fossil Capacity Planned for Retirement.  Lists fossil generating units each utility 
currently plans to retire, including ownership percentages in jointly owned units, 
and the year in which retirement is expected to occur.  Data source(s):  EIA, 
individual utility websites, holding company websites, S&P Global Market 
Intelligence. 

Column S: Securitization Enabled.  Lists whether securitization has been authorized in each 
jurisdiction in which the utility operates.  Data source(s): S&P Global Market 
Intelligence.  

Column T: Net Energy Metering or RCP Policy.  Identifies which utilities offer net metering 
or resource comparison proxy rate to customers with on-site distributed 
generation resources for each jurisdiction in which the utility operates.  Data 
source(s):  EEI, individual utility websites. 

Column U: Installed Community Solar Capacity.  Identifies any community solar projects 
associated with the operating utility.  Data source(s): National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL), individual utility websites. 
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UTILITY OPERATING AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding Company

Holding Company 
Included in
Dr. Morin's

Proxy Group

RTO/ISO
Size of Service 

Territory
(sq miles)

Transmission
Pole Miles

Nuclear Plant 
Ownership and 

Operation
Test Year Period Commissioner 

Selection Process

Most Recent Electric 
ROE Approved by the 

PUC

Operating Utility 
Actual 2021 Year-

End Return on 
Equity

Residential 
Customers Served

Year-End 2021

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) (K) (L) (M)

AES Indiana
(Indianapolis Power & Light) IN AES No MISO 527 863 No

Historical with Known 
and Measurable 

Changes
Appointed 9.99% (Settled) 9.44%

(ROACE) 88.3%

Alabama Power AL Southern Yes None 20,119 10,763 Owner
Historical with Known 

and Measurable 
Changes

Elected Not Calculated in 
Formula Rate 12.06% 86.1%

Ameren Missouri
(Union Electric) MO Ameren Yes MISO 15,207 2,557 Owner 

and Operator Historical Appointed Not Calculated in 
Settlement

9.38%
(ROACE) 86.6%

Appalachian Power VA, WV American Electric 
Power (AEP) Yes PJM 18,552 6,428 No VA: Historical

WV: Historical

VA: Elected
(by Legislature)
WV: Appointed

VA: 9.20%
WV: 9.75% (Settled) 7.76% VA: 84.9%

WV: 83.6%

Arizona Public Service AZ Pinnacle West N/A None 34,907 5,802 Owner and 
Operator Historical Elected 8.70% 9.7%

(Jurisdictional) 89.5%

Avista Utilities ID, WA Avista Corp. Yes None 16,976 2,244 No ID: Historical
WA: Historical

ID: Appointed
WA: Appointed

ID: 9.40% (Settled)
WA: 9.40% (Settled)

7.07%
(ROACE)

D: 86.6%
WA: 89.7%

Black Hills Power MT, SD, WY Black Hills Corp. Yes None 1,532 772 No
MT: Historical
SD: Historical
WY: Historical

MT: Elected
SD: Elected

WY: Appointed

MT: 15.00%
SD: Not disclosed

in settlement
WY: 9 90% (Settled)

10.90%
MT: 31.7%
SD: 81.6%
WY: 76.7%

Black Hills
Colorado Electric Utility CO Black Hills Corp. Yes None 10,473 323 No Historical

or Forecasted Appointed 9.37% Not Reported 88.2%

Cheyenne Light
Fuel & Power WY Black Hills Corp. Yes None 957 62 No Historical Appointed 9.90% Not Reported 88.0%

CLECO Power LA Cleco Corp. No MISO 7,304 1,435 No Historical Elected 9.50% (Settled) 7.18%
(ROACE) 85.2%

Consolidated Water Power WI Verso Minnesota 
Wisconsin No MISO 37 57 No Forecast Appointed 10.00% Not Reported 80.5%

Consumers Energy MI CMS Energy Corp. Yes MISO 29,477 215 No Forecast Appointed 9.90% 9.75% 87.8%

Dahlberg Light & Power WI Dahlberg No MISO 892 Not Available No Forecast Appointed 11.00% Not Reported 89.3%

Dominion Energy Virginia
(Virginia Electric Power) NC, VA Dominion Energy Yes PJM 12,894 6,742 Owner 

and Operator
NC: Historical
VA: Historical

VA: Elected
(by Legislature)
NC: Appointed

NC: 9.75% (Settled)
VA: 9.35% (Settled)

11.27%
(ROACE)

NC: 85.0%
VA: 89.7%

Dominion Energy
South Carolina SC Dominion Energy Yes None 5,750 3,841 Owner 

and Operator Historical Elected
(by Legislature) 9.50% 11.94% 86.1%

DTE Electric MI DTE Energy Co. No MISO 7,429 None Owner 
and Operator Forecast Appointed 9.90% 10.21% 90.7%
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UTILITY OPERATING AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding Company

Holding Company 
Included in
Dr. Morin's

Proxy Group

RTO/ISO
Size of Service 

Territory
(sq miles)

Transmission
Pole Miles

Nuclear Plant 
Ownership and 

Operation
Test Year Period Commissioner 

Selection Process

Most Recent Electric 
ROE Approved by the 

PUC

Operating Utility 
Actual 2021 Year-

End Return on 
Equity

Residential 
Customers Served

Year-End 2021

Duke Energy Carolinas NC, SC Duke Energy Yes None 24,801 8,278 Owner 
and Operator

NC: Historical
SC: Historical

NC: Appointed
SC: Elected

(by Legislature)

NC: 9.60% (Settled)
SC: 9.50% 11.72% NC: 85 3%

SC: 83.3%

Duke Energy Florida FL Duke Energy Yes None 7,160 4,393 No Forecast Appointed 9.85% 9 55% 88.5%

Duke Energy Indiana IN Duke Energy Yes MISO 5,451 5,286 No
Historical with Known 

and Measureable 
Changes

Appointed 9.70% 10.02% 87.6%

Duke Energy Kentucky KY Duke Energy Yes PJM 296 107 No Historical Appointed 9.25% 7.17% 89.1%

Duke Energy Progress NC, SC Duke Energy Yes None 28,314 6,292 Owner 
and Operator

NC: Historical
SC: Historical

NC: Appointed
SC: Elected

(by Legislature)

NC: 9.60% (Settled)
SC: 9.50% 11.23% NC: 85 5%

SC: 81.2%

El Paso Electric NM, TX El Paso Electric No None 7,675 1,849 Owner

NM: Historical with 
Known and Measurable 

Changes
TX: Historical

NM: Elected
TX: Appointed

NM: 9.00%
TX: 9 35% (Settled) Not Reported NM: 88 3%

TX: 88.7%

Entergy Arkansas AR Entergy Corp. Yes MISO 40,996 5,163 Owner
and Operator

Historical with Known 
and Measurable 

Changes
AR: Appointed AR: 9.65%

Midpoint (Settled)
9.65%

Midpoint (Settled) AR: 82.6%

Entergy Louisiana LA Entergy Corp. Yes MISO 27,396 6,365 Owner
and Operator Historical Elected 9.50%

Midpoint (Settled) 8 36% 85.8%

Entergy Mississippi MS Entergy Corp. Yes MISO 6,632 3,251 No Forecast Elected 10.07%
Midpoint (Settled) 9 50% 83.1%

Entergy New Orleans LA Entergy Corp. Yes MISO 105 161 No Historical Elected 9.35%
Midpoint 5.11% 89.7%

Entergy Texas TX Entergy Corp. Yes MISO 17,984 3,129 No Historical Appointed 9.65% (Settled) 9 94% 87.5%

Evergy Kansas Central KS Evergy Inc. Yes SPP 7,468 3,722 No Historical Appointed 9.30% (Settled) 11.05% 85.8%

Evergy Kansas South KS Evergy Inc. Yes SPP 3,428 2,673 Owner Historical Appointed 9.30% (Settled) Not Reported 87.0%

Evergy Metro KS, MO Evergy Inc. Yes SPP 4,897 1,874 Owner KS: Historical
MO: Historical

KS: Appointed 
MO: Appointed

KS: 9.30% (Settled)
MO: 9.70% (Settled) 10.81% KS: 88.1%

MO: 88.6%

Evergy Missouri West MO Evergy Inc. Yes SPP 2,332 1,350 No Historical Appointed 9.70% (Settled) Not Reported 87.8%

Florida Power & Light FL NextEra Energy No None 15,315 7,491 Owner 
and Operator Forecast Appointed 10.60% 10.27% 88.6%

Georgia Power GA Southern Yes None 17,406 12,441 Owner Forecast Elected 10.50% 11.39% 87.1%

Green Mountain Power VT Green Mountain 
Power No NE-ISO 5,954 2,021 Owner Historical Appointed 8.57% Not Reported 83.2%

Gulf Power FL NextEra Energy No PJM 7,558 1,682 No Forecast Appointed 10 25% (Settled) 9 38% 87.7%
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UTILITY OPERATING AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding Company

Holding Company 
Included in
Dr. Morin's

Proxy Group

RTO/ISO
Size of Service 

Territory
(sq miles)

Transmission
Pole Miles

Nuclear Plant 
Ownership and 

Operation
Test Year Period Commissioner 

Selection Process

Most Recent Electric 
ROE Approved by the 

PUC

Operating Utility 
Actual 2021 Year-

End Return on 
Equity

Residential 
Customers Served

Year-End 2021

Idaho Power ID, OR IDACORP Yes None 28,533 4,780 No ID: Historical
OR: Forecast

ID: Appointed
OR: Appointed

ID: 9.50% (Settled)
OR: 9.90% (Settled) 10.08% D: 84.2%

OR: 70.1%

Indiana Michigan Power N, MI American Electric 
Power (AEP) Yes PJM 4,569 3,586 Owner

and Operator

N: Historical with 
Known and Measurable 

Changes
MI: Forecast

IN: Appointed
MI: Appointed

IN: 9.70% (Settled)
MI: 9.86% (Settled) 10.11% N: 87.5%

MI: 85 3%

Interstate Power & Light IA Alliant Energy 
Corp. Yes MISO 9,366 None No

Historical with Known 
and Measurable 

Changes
Appointed 10.02% (Settled) 9 29% 82.5%

Kentucky Power KY American Electric 
Power (AEP) Yes PJM 3,785 1,324 No Historical Appointed 9.30% 5 91% 80.9%

Kentucky Utilities KY,  VA PPL No None 4,741 4,056 No KY: Historical
VA: Historical

KY: Appointed
VA: Elected

(by Legislature)

KY: 9.43% (Settled)
VA: 9.40% (Settled) 7.68% KY: 82.2%

VA: 83.0%

Kingsport Power TN American Electric 
Power (AEP) Yes PJM 54 72 No Forecast Appointed 9.85% (Settled) Not Reported 87.1%

Liberty Utilities Central
(Empire District Electric)

AR, KS,
MO, OK Algonquin No SPP 1,834 1,414 No

AR: Historical with 
Known and Measurable 

Changes
KS: Historical
MO: Historical
OK: Historical

AR: Appointed 
KS: Appointed 
MO: Appointed 

OK: Elected

AR: Not calculated in 
settlement

KS: Not calculated in 
settlement

MO: 9 25% (Settled)
OK: 9.50% (Settled)

Not Reported

AR: 84 3%
KS: 84.6%
MO: 84.5%
OK: 79 9%

Lockhart Power SC Pacolet Milliken No None 191 92 No Historical Elected 
(by Legislature) 12.00% Not Reported 78.7%

Louisville Gas & Electric KY PPL No None 737 918 No Historical Appointed 9.43% 8 26% 87.8%

Madison Gas & Electric WI MGE Energy, Inc. Yes MISO 250 None No Forecast Appointed 9.80% 10.22% 86.2%

MidAmerican Energy IA, IL, SD Berkshire
Hathaway Energy No MISO 9,842 4,296 Owner

L: Historical or Forecast
IA: Historical with 

Known and Measurable 
Changes

SD: Historical 

L: Appointed
IA: Appointed
SD: Elected

IA: 10.00% (Settled)
IL: 9 56%

SD: Not disclosed in 
settlement

10.50%
IA: 85.73%
IL: 86.5%
SD: 80.4%

Minnesota Power MN Allete No MISO 2,398 3,087 No Forecast Appointed Not calculated in 
Settlement Not Reported 83.6%

Mississippi Power MS Southern Yes None 1,140 2,214 No Forecast Elected Not disclosed in 
settlement 8.81% 81.9%

Monongahela Power WV FirstEnergy Yes PJM 15,585 2,015 No Historical Appointed 9.47% 11.55% 84.6%
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UTILITY OPERATING AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding Company

Holding Company 
Included in
Dr. Morin's

Proxy Group

RTO/ISO
Size of Service 

Territory
(sq miles)

Transmission
Pole Miles

Nuclear Plant 
Ownership and 

Operation
Test Year Period Commissioner 

Selection Process

Most Recent Electric 
ROE Approved by the 

PUC

Operating Utility 
Actual 2021 Year-

End Return on 
Equity

Residential 
Customers Served

Year-End 2021

Montana-Dakota Utilities MT, ND,
SD, WY MDU Resources No SPP 20,388 3,430 No

MT: Historical
ND: Historical or 

Forecast
SD: Historical
WY: Historical

MT: Elected
ND: Elected
SD: Elected

WY: Appointed

MT: Not disclosed in 
settlement

ND: 9.65% (Settled)
SD: Not disclosed in 

settlement
WY: 9.45% (Settled)

Not Reported

MT: 77 3%
ND: 84 5%
SD: 75.6%
WY: 84.2%

Nevada Power
(NV Energy) NV Berkshire 

Hathaway Energy No None 4,571 1,908 No  Historical Appointed 9.40% 10.15% 88.5%

Northern Indiana 
Public Service IN NiSource No MISO 2,734 1,229 No Historical Appointed 9.75% Not Reported 87.4%

Northern States
Power--MN MN, ND, SD Xcel Energy Yes MISO 8,861 5,856 Owner 

and Operator

MN: Forecast
ND: Historical
or Forecast

SD: Historical

MN: Appointed
ND: Elected
SD: Elected

MN: 9 20% (Settled)
ND: 9.50% (Settled)
SD: Not disclosed in 

settlement

9 95%
MN: 89 2%
ND: 86.0%
SD: 87.0%

Northern States
Power--WI MI, WI Xcel Energy Yes MISO 9,176 2,687 No MI: Forecast

WI: Forecast
MI: Appointed
WI: Appointed

MI: 9.70% (Settled)
WI: 10.00% (Settled) 9 95% MI: 85.0%

WI: 84.0%

NorthWestern Energy
Montana MT, WY NorthWestern 

Corp. Yes None 32,775
(MT and SD)

8,127
Northwestern No MT: Historical

WY: Historical
MT: Elected

WY: Appointed
MT: 9.65% (Settled)
WY: Not regulated Not Reported MT: 80 5%

WY: 35.9%

NorthWestern Energy
South Dakota SD NorthWestern 

Corp. Yes SPP 32,775
(MT and SD)

8,127
Northwestern No  Historical Elected Not disclosed in 

settlement Not Reported 79.4%

Northwestern
Wisconsin Electric MN, WI Northwestern 

Wisconsin Power No MISO 932 151 No MN: Forecast
WY: Forecast

MN: Appointed
WI: Appointed

MN: Not Calculated
WI: 11.00% Not Reported MN: 75.0%

WI: 87.0%

Oklahoma Gas & Electric AR, OK OGE Energy Yes SPP 27,848 5,928 No

AR: Historical with 
Known and Measurable 

Changes
OK: Historical

AR: Appointed
OK: Elected

AR: Not calculated in 
Settlement

OK: 9.50% (Settled)
8 39% AR: 83 2%

OK: 85 3%

Otter Tail Power MN, ND, SD Otter Tail Corp. Yes MISO 9,014 6,187 No

MN: Forecast
ND: Historical
or Forecast

SD: Historical

MN: Appointed
ND: Elected
SD: Elected

MN: 9.48%
ND: 9.77% (Settled)

SD: 8.75%
Not Reported

MN: 79 2%
ND: 77.0%
SD: 75.7%

Pacific Gas & Electric CA PG&E No CAISO 67,283 36,672 Owner 
and Operator Forecast Appointed 10 25% 0.49% 86.3%

PacifiCorp CA, D, OR, 
UT, WA, WY

Berkshire 
Hathaway Energy No None 139,766 18,020 No

CA: Forecast
ID: Historical
OR: Forecast
UT: Forecast
WA: Historical
WY: Historical

CA: Appointed
ID: Appointed
OR: Appointed
UT: Appointed 
WA: Appointed 
WY: Appointed 

CA:10.00%
ID: Not calculated in 

settlement
OR: 9 50%
UT: 9.65%

WA: 9 50% (Settled)
WY: 9.50%

0 90%

CA: 79 3%
D: 81.8%

OR: 86.8%
UT: 89.4%
WA: 83.4%
WY: 81.6%

Portland General Electric OR Portland General Yes None 4,106 1,570 No Forecast Appointed 9.50% (Settled) 9.15%
(ROACE) 87.8%
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UTILITY OPERATING AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding Company

Holding Company 
Included in
Dr. Morin's

Proxy Group

RTO/ISO
Size of Service 

Territory
(sq miles)

Transmission
Pole Miles

Nuclear Plant 
Ownership and 

Operation
Test Year Period Commissioner 

Selection Process

Most Recent Electric 
ROE Approved by the 

PUC

Operating Utility 
Actual 2021 Year-

End Return on 
Equity

Residential 
Customers Served

Year-End 2021

Public Service Company 
of New Mexico NM PNM Resources No None 3,292 3,424 Owner

 Historical with Known 
and Measurable 

Changes
Elected 9.58% (Settled) 8 32% 89.0%

Public Service Company 
of Oklahoma OK American Electric 

Power (AEP) Yes SPP 4,604 2,670 No Historical Elected 9.40% (Settled) 7 35% 85.8%

Public Service Company
of Colorado CO Xcel Energy Yes None 15,629 4,864 No Historical

or Forecasted Appointed 9.30% 8 23% 85.6%

Puget Sound Energy WA Puget Energy No None 9,289 2,613 No Historical Appointed 9.40% 7.75%
(ROACE) 88.0%

San Diego Gas & Electric CA Sempra Yes CAISO 4,087 25,125 No Forecast Appointed 10 20% 10.25% 94.4%

Sierra Pacific Power
(NV Energy) NV Berkshire 

Hathaway Energy No None 40,973 2,517 No
 Historical with Known 

and Measurable 
Changes

Appointed 9.70% (Settled) 8.42% 86.6%

Southern California Edison CA Edison Intl. Yes CAISO 51,407 12,153 Owner Forecast Appointed 10 30% 13.65% 87.0%

Southern Indiana
Gas & Electric Co. IN CenterPoint Yes MISO 1,479 1,032 No

 Historical with Known 
and Measurable 

Changes
Appointed 10.40% 9.45%

(ROACE) 87.2%

Southwestern
Electric Power AR, LA, TX American Electric 

Power (AEP) Yes SPP 10,041 4,106 No

AR: Historical with 
Known and Measurable 

Changes
LA: Historical
TX: Historical

AR: Appointed
LA: Elected

TX: Appointed

AR: 9.50%
LA: 10.00% (Settled)

TX - 9.25%
8 59%

AR: 84 5%
LA: 88.4%
TX: 81.4%

Southwestern
Public Service NM, TX Xcel Energy Yes SPP 17,048 7,969 No

NM: Historical with 
Known and Measurable 

Changes
TX: Historical

NM: Elected
TX: Appointed

NM: 9 35% (Settled)
TX: 9.45% (Settled) 9.22% NM: 78.7%

TX: 78.9%

Tampa Electric FL Emera No None 1,719 1,345 No Forecast Appointed 9.95% (Settled) 9 90% 88.9%

Tucson Electric Power AZ Fortis No None 1,002 2,231 No Historical Elected 9.15% 8 26% 90.5%

UNS Electric AZ Fortis No None 8,069 343 No Historical Elected 9.50% Not Reported 88.3%

Upper Peninsula Power MI None No MISO 6,326 None No Forecast Appointed 9.90% (Settled) Not Reported 88.4%

Wheeling Power WV American Electric 
Power (AEP) Yes PJM 421 200 No Historical Appointed 9.75% (Settled) Not Reported 83.6%

Wisconsin Electric Power MI, WI WEC Energy 
Group Yes MISO 6,089 None No MI: Forecast

WI: Forecast
MI: Appointed
WI: Appointed

MI: 10.10%
WI: 10.00% (Settled) 10.06% 89.6%
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UTILITY OPERATING AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding Company

Holding Company 
Included in
Dr. Morin's

Proxy Group

RTO/ISO
Size of Service 

Territory
(sq miles)

Transmission
Pole Miles

Nuclear Plant 
Ownership and 

Operation
Test Year Period Commissioner 

Selection Process

Most Recent Electric 
ROE Approved by the 

PUC

Operating Utility 
Actual 2021 Year-

End Return on 
Equity

Residential 
Customers Served

Year-End 2021

Wisconsin Power & Light WI Alliant Energy 
Corp. Yes MISO 9,790 None No Forecast Appointed 10.00% (Settled) 10.11% 87.1%

Wisconsin Public Service MI, WI WEC Energy 
Group Yes MISO 11,005 None No MI: Forecast

WI: Forecast
MI: Appointed
WI: Appointed

MI: 10.20 (Settled)
WI: 10.00% (Settled) 10.85% 87.9%
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

(A) (B) (C) (N) (O) (P) (Q) (R) (S) (T) (U)

AES Indiana
(Indianapolis Power & 
Light)

IN AES Exit coal: 81% by 2025
Exit coal: 90% by 2025

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 70% by 2030 
Clean: 100% by 2040

Clean Goal: 10% by 2025

2019 Resource Mix:
Coal: 43%

Natural Gas/Oil: 46%
Renewable: 11%

422 MW in 2023 Yes Yes None

Alabama Power AL Southern Exit Coal by 2028
Clean: 100% by 2050 Clean: 100% by 2050 None

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 46%

Nuclear: 24%
Natural Gas: 19%

Hydro: 8%

1,267 MW by 2028 No No None

Ameren Missouri
(Union Electric) MO Ameren Clean: 100% by 2045 Clean: 100% by 2050 Renewable: 15% by 2021

2022 Resource Mix:
Coal: 50%

Nuclear: 12%
Natural Gas: 30%

Hydro: 4%
Renewable: 4%

974 MW in 2028
1,244 MW in 2029 Yes Yes 1 9 MW-AC

Appalachian Power VA, WV American Electric 
Power (AEP) See Holding Company

Renewable: 50% by 2030
Clean: 80% by 2030

Clean: 100% by 2050

VA: Renewable: 100% by 2050
(specific to Appalachian Power)

WV: None

2022 AEP Corp Resource Mix:
Coal: 41%

Nuclear: 7%
Natural Gas: 27%

Renewables/EE/Hydro: 23%

None reported VA: No
WV: Yes 

VA: Yes
WV: Yes None

Arizona Public Service AZ Pinnacle West

Renewable: 45% by 2030
Exit Coal by 2031

Clean: 65% by 2030
Clean: 100% by 2050

Clean: 100% by 2050 Renewable: 15% by 2025

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 16%

Nuclear: 25%
Natural Gas: 29%

Renewable/DSM: 25%

403 MW in 2025
970 MW in 2031 No Yes None

Avista Utilities ID, WA Avista Corp. Clean: 62.5% by 2025 Carbon neutral: 100% by 2027
Clean: 100% by 2045

ID: None
WA: Clean: 100% by 2045

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 13%

Natural Gas: 40%
Hydro: 34%

Renewables/Unspecified: 12% 

45 MW in 2035 D: Yes
WA: Yes Yes 423 kW-AC

Black Hills Power MT, SD, WY Black Hills Corp. Reduce Emissions: 80% by 2030 Reduce Emissions: 80% by 2040
MT: Renewable: 15% by 2015

SD: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015
WY: None

2021 Corporate Resource Mix:
Coal: 26%

Natural Gas: 51%
Wind: 20%

66 MW in 2039
MT: Yes
SD: No
WY: No

Yes None

Black Hills
Colorado Electric Utility CO Black Hills Corp. Reduce Emissions: 80% by 2030 Reduce Emissions: 80% by 2040 Renewable: 30% by 2020

Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2021 Corporate Resource Mix:
Coal: 26%

Natural Gas: 51%
Wind: 20%

None reported Yes Yes 3 5 MW-AC

Cheyenne Light
Fuel & Power WY Black Hills Corp. See Holding Company Reduce Emissions: 80% by 2040 WY: None

2021 Corporate Resource Mix:
Coal: 26%

Natural Gas: 51%
Wind: 20%

None reported No Yes (DBA 
Black Hills) None
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

CLECO Power LA Cleco Corp. See Holding Compasny Reduce GHG Emissions: 60% by 2030
Clean: 100% by 2050 LA: None

2022 Generating Assets:
Coal/Petrol Coke: 26%

Natural Gas: 72%
Waste Heat: 2%

None reported Yes Yes None

Consolidated Water Power WI Verso Minnesota 
Wisconsin None None Renewable: 10% by 2015

Clean Goal: 100% by 2050
Owned Generation:

Hydro: 100% None reported Yes Yes None

Consumers Energy MI CMS Energy See Holding Company

Exit coal by 2025
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 90% by 2025

Renewable: 60% by 2040
Net Zero Carbon: 100% by 2040

Renewable: 15% by 2021

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 35%

Natural Gas: 44%
Hydro: 19%

Renewables: 2%

486 MW in 2023
1,333 MW in 2025 Yes Yes 4.0 MW-AC

Dahlberg Light & Power WI Dahlberg None None Renewable: 10% by 2015
Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

Owned Generation:
Oil/Diesel: 100% None reported Yes Yes None

Dominion Energy Virginia
(Virginia Electric Power) NC, VA Dominion Energy See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050

NC:Carbon Neutral Goal:
100% by 2050

VA: Renewable: 100% by 2045
(specific to Dominion)

2021 Dominion Generating 
Units:

Coal: 19%
Nuclear: 18%

Natural Gas/Oil: 51%
Renewables/Hydro: 12%

1,796 MW in 2023 NC: Yes
VA: No Yes None

Dominion Energy
South Carolina SC Dominion Energy See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050 Renewable Goal: 2% by 2021

2021 Dominion Generating 
Units:

Coal: 19%
Nuclear: 18%

Natural Gas/Oil: 51%
Renewables/Hydro: 12%

60 MW in 2023
26 MW in 2024 Yes Yes None

DTE Electric MI DTE Energy Co. See Holding Company Net-Zero Carbon/GHG: 100% by 2050 Renewable: 15% by 2021

2021 Fuel Mix:
Coal: 58%

Nuclear: 23%
Natural Gas: 9%

Renewable/Hydro: 10%

1,560 MW in 2022
1,034 MW in 2028 Yes Yes None

Duke Energy Carolinas NC, SC Duke Energy See Holding Company Exit coal by 2035
Clean: 100% by 2050

NC: Carbon Neutral Goal:
100% by 2021

SC: Renewable Goal: 2% by 2021

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 28%

Nuclear: 32%
Natural Gas: 26%

Hydro: 4%
Renewable/Storage: 10%

421 MW in 2023 NC: Yes
SC: Yes Yes 2.0 MW-AC

Duke Energy Florida FL Duke Energy See Holding Company Exit coal by 2035
Clean: 100% by 2050 None

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 24%

Nuclear: 26%
Natural Gas/Oil: 47%

Hydro: 2%
Renewable/Storage: 1%

1,410 MW in 2034 Yes Yes None
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

Duke Energy Indiana IN Duke Energy See Holding Company Exit coal by 2035
Clean: 100% by 2050 Clean Goal: 10% by 2025

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal/Coal Gas: 73%
Natural Gas/Oil: 25%

Hydro: 1%
Renewable/Storage: 1%

310 MW in 2025
995 MW in 2027

1,252 MW in 2029
1,855 MW in 2035

Yes Yes None

Duke Energy Kentucky KY Duke Energy See Holding Company Exit coal by 2035
Clean: 100% by 2050 None

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 57%

Natural Gas: 42%
Renewable: 1%

600 MW in 2035 Yes Yes None

Duke Energy Progress NC, SC Duke Energy See Holding Company Exit coal by 2035
Clean: 100% by 2050

NC: Carbon Neutral Goal:
100% by 2021

SC: Renewable Goal: 2% by 2021

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 12%

Natural Gas/Oil: 83%
Renewable/Storage: 5%

1,392 MW in 2027-33
704 MW in 2028-35

NC: Yes
SC: Yes Yes - OH 610 kW-AC

El Paso Electric NM, TX El Paso Electric See Holding Company Clean: 80% by 2035
Clean: 100% by 2045

NM: Renewable: 80% by 2040
Clean Goal: 100% by 2045

TX: Renewable: 5880 MW by 2015;
Goal: 10,000 MW by 2025

2021 Owned Resources:
Nuclear: 30%

Natural Gas: 70%
Renewables: <1%

 46 MW in 2023
197 MW in 2024
322 MW in 2026
63 MW in 2030

NM: Yes
TX:  Yes Yes 3.0 MW-AC

Entergy Arkansas AR, TN Entergy Corp. See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050 AR: None

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 16%

Nuclear: 36%
Natural Gas: 41%

Hydro: 1%
Renewables: 6%

522 MW in 2025 AR: Yes Yes 181 kW-AC

Entergy Louisiana LA Entergy Corp. Reduce CO2 Emissions: 50% by 2030 Clean: 100% by 2050 None

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 1%

Nuclear: 19%
Natural Gas: 77%

Hydro: 2%
Renewables: 1%

47 MW in 2022
422 MW in 2024
412 MW in 2026
513 MW in 2029
738 MW in 2031
742 MW in 2033

Yes Yes None

Entergy Mississippi MS Entergy Corp. See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050 None

2021 Owned Resources:
Coal: 3%

Natural Gas: 97%
Renewables: <1%

494 MW in 2023
706 MW in 2035 Yes Yes None

Entergy New Orleans LA Entergy Corp. See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050 None
2021 Owned Resources:

Natural Gas: 97%
Renewables: 3%

None reported Yes Yes None

Entergy Texas TX Entergy Corp. See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050 Renewable: 5880 MW by 2015;
Goal: 10,000 MW by 2025

2021 Owned Resources:
Coal: 2%

Natural Gas: 98%

212 MW in 2023
863 MW in 2026
500 MW in 2034

Yes Yes None

Evergy Kansas Central KS Evergy Inc. See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2045 Renewable Goal: 20% by 2020

2022 Evergy Owned Resources:
Coal: 38%

Nuclear: 7%
Natural Gas: 26%
Renewables: 29%

None reported Yes Yes None
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

Evergy Kansas South KS Evergy Inc. See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2045 Renewable Goal: 20% by 2020

2022 Evergy Owned Resources:
Coal: 38%

Nuclear: 7%
Natural Gas: 26%
Renewables: 29%

None reported Yes Yes None

Evergy Metro KS, MO Evergy Inc. See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2045 KS: Renewable Goal: 20% by 2020
MO: Renewable: 15% by 2021

2022 Evergy Owned Resources:
Coal: 38%

Nuclear: 7%
Natural Gas: 26%
Renewables: 29%

None reported KS: Yes
MO: Yes Yes None

Evergy Missouri West MO Evergy Inc. See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2045 Renewable: 15% by 2021

2022 Evergy Owned Resources:
Coal: 38%

Nuclear: 7%
Natural Gas: 26%
Renewables: 29%

97 MW in 2024 Yes Yes None

Florida Power & Light FL NextEra Energy See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2045 None

2022 FPL Owned Resources:
Coal: 3%

Nuclear: 12%
Natural Gas/Oil: 73%

Renewables/Storage: 12%

None reported Yes Yes 1,409 MW-AC

Georgia Power GA Southern Exit coal: 70% by 2028
Clean: 100% by 2050

Reduce GHG Emissions: 50% by 2025
Clean: 100% by 2050 None

2020 Energy Mix:
Coal: 13%

Nuclear: 24%
Natural Gas/Oil: 50%

Hydro: 5%
Renewable: 8%

3,536 MW by 2028 No Yes 8.0 MW-AC

Green Mountain Power VT Green Mountain 
Power See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2025

Renewable:100% by 2030 Renewable: 75% by 2032

2021 Energy Mix:
Nuclear: 21%
Hydro: 75%

Renewables: 4%

None reported No Yes 3 2 MW-AC

Gulf Power
(Florlisa Power & Light) FL NextEra Energy See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2045 None

2022 FPL Owned Resources:
Coal: 3%

Nuclear: 12%
Natural Gas/Oil: 73%

Renewables/Storage: 12%

12 MW in 2026
251 MW in 2027 Yes Yes None

Idaho Power D, OR DACORP See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2045
ID: None

OR: Emissions Reduction Target: 
100% by 2040

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 17%

Natural Gas: 15%
Hydro: 33%

Renewables 18%
Purchases: 17%

706 MW in 2037 ID: Yes
OR: Yes Yes None

Indiana Michigan Power N, MI American Electric 
Power (AEP) See Holding Company

Renewable: 50% by 2030
Clean: 80% by 2030

Clean: 100% by 2050

IN:Clean Goal: 10% by 2025
MI: Renewable: 15% by 2021

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 48%

Nuclear: 42%
Renewables: 10%

261 MW in 2025
1,300 MW in 2028

IN: Yes
MI: Yes

N: Yes
MI: Yes None
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

Interstate Power & Light IA Alliant Energy See Holding Company
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 50%l by 2030

Exit coal: 100% by 2040 
Clean: 100% by 2050

105 MW (no deadline)

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 29%

Natural Gas: 25%
Renewable: 39%
Purchases: 7%

241 MW in 2022
35 MW in 2026 No Yes None

Kentucky Power KY American Electric 
Power (AEP) See Holding Company

Renewable: 50% by 2030
Clean: 80% by 2030

Clean: 100% by 2050
None

2022 AEP Corp Resource Mix:
Coal: 41%

Nuclear: 7%
Natural Gas: 27%

Renewables/EE/Hydro: 23%

None reported Yes Yes None

Kentucky Utilities KY,  VA PPL See Holding Company
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 70% by 2035 
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 80% by 2040

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2050

KY: None
VA: Renewable: 100% by 2045

2022 Owned Resources:
Coal: 78%

Natural Gas: 21%
Hydro: 1%

None reported KY: Yes
VA: No Yes 2.0 MW-AC

Kingsport Power TN American Electric 
Power (AEP) See Holding Company

Renewable: 50% by 2030
Clean: 80% by 2030

Clean: 100% by 2050
None

2022 AEP Corp Resource Mix:
Coal: 41%

Nuclear: 7%
Natural Gas: 27%

Renewables/EE/Hydro: 23%

None reported No Yes None

Liberty Utilities
(Empire District Electric)

AR, KS,
MO, OK Algonquin See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050

AR: None
KS: Renewable Goal: 20% by 2020

MO: Renewable: 15% by 2021
OK: Renewable Goal: 15% by 2021 

2020 Owned Resources:
Natural Gas/Oil: 49%

Hydro: 4%
Renewable: 47%

178 MW in 2026

AR: Yes
KS: Yes
MO: Yes
OK: Yes

Yes None

Lockhart Power SC Pacolet Milliken Renewable: 100% (no time frame) None Renewable Goal: 2% by 2021

2020 Owned Resources:
Diesel: 27%
Hydro: 70%

Renewable: 3%

None reported Yes Yes None

Louisville Gas & Electric KY PPL See Holding Company
Clean: 100% by 2050

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 70% by 2035 
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 80% by 2040

None

2022 Owned Resources:
Coal: 60%

Natural Gas: 36%
Hydro: 4%

None reported Yes Yes None

Madison Gas & Electric WI MGE Energy See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 80% by 2030 
Clean: 100% by 2050

Renewable: 10% by 2015
Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2022 Resource Mix:
Coal: 35%

Natural Gas: 33%
Renewable: 32%

110 MW in 2023
109 MW in 2024 Yes Yes 5 5 MW-AC

MidAmerican Energy IL, IA, SD Berkshire 
Hathaway Energy See Holding Company Net-Zero GHG Emissions by 2050

L: Renewable: 25% by 2026
IA: Renewable: 105 MW (no 

deadline)
SD: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015

2022 Resource Mix:
Coal: 23%

Nuclear: 4%
Natural Gas: 11%
Renewable: 62%

None reported
IL: Yes
IA: No
SD: No

Yes None

Minnesota Power MN Allete Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2050
Exit coal: 100% by 2035  

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 80% by 2035
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2050

Renewable: 26.5% by 2025

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 28%

Natural Gas: 1%
Renewable: 13%
Purchases: 58%

355 MW in 2030 Yes Yes 1.1 MW-AC
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

Mississippi Power MS Southern See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050
Reduce GHG Emissions: 50% by 2025 None

2022 Resource Mix:
Coal: 14%

Natural Gas: 86%

236 MW in 2023
502 MW in 2027 Yes Yes None

Monongahela Power WV FirstEnergy See Holding Company Carbon Neutral: 100% by 2050 None 2022 Resource Mix:
Coal: 100% None reported Yes Yes - WV None

Montana-Dakota Utilities MT, ND,
SD, WY MDU Resources See Holding Company Reduce GHG Emissions: 45% by 2030

MT: Renewable: 15% by 2015
ND: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015
SD: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015

WY: None

2022 Resource Mix:
Coal: 37%

Natural Gas: 31%
Renewable: 32%

None reported

MT: Yes
ND: No
SD: No
WY: No

MT: Yes
SC: No None

Nevada Power
(NV Energy) NV Berkshire 

Hathaway Energy See Holding Company Net-Zero GHG Emissions by 2050 Renewable: 50% by 2030
Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2022 Owned Resources:
Natural Gas: 99%
Renewable: 1%

None reported No Yes None

Northern Indiana 
Public Service IN NiSource Exit coal by 2028 Reduce GHG Emissions: 50% by 2025

Reduce GHG Emissions: 90% by 2030 Clean Goal: 10% by 2025

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 67%

Natural Gas: 20%
Renewable: 13%

722 MW in 2023
456 MW in 2028 Yes Yes None

Northern States
Power--MN MN, ND, SD Xcel Energy See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 85% by 2030

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2050

MN: Renewable: 26 5% by 2025
ND: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015
SD: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015

2021 Enerrgy Mix (Total NSP):
CoaL: 18%

Nuclear: 27%
Natural Gas: 22%
Renewable: 34%

957 MW in 2023
1,094 MW in 2025
286 MW in 2026
282 MW in 2031
876 MW in 2034
212 MW in 2058

MN: Yes
ND: No
SD: No

Yes 841 MW-AC

Northern States
Power--WI MI, WI Xcel Energy See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 85% by 2030

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2050 MI: Renewable: 15% by 2021

2021 Enerrgy Mix (Total NSP):
CoaL: 18%

Nuclear: 27%
Natural Gas: 22%
Renewable: 34%

None reported MI: Yes
WI: Yes Yes 2 MW-AC

NorthWestern Energy
Montana MT, WY NorthWestern

Corp. See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050 MT: Renewable: 15% by 2015
WY: None

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 23%

Natural Gas: 18%
Hydro: 35%

Renewable: 24%

None reported MT: Yes
WY: No Yes None

NorthWestern Energy
South Dakota SD NorthWestern

Corp. See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050 SD: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 52%

Natural Gas: 4%
Renewable: 44%

None reported No Yes None

Northwestern
Wisconsin Electric MN, WI Northwestern 

Wisconsin Power See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2050
MN: Renewable: 26 5% by 2025

WI: Renewable: 10% by 2015
Clean: 100% by 2050

Owned Generation:
Diesel: 100% None reported MN: Yes

WY: No Yes None

Oklahoma Gas & Electric AR, OK OGE Energy Reduce CO2 Emissions: 50% by 2030 Reduce Emissions: 40% by 2030
Exit Fossil Fuel: 95% by 2050

AR: None
OK: Renewable Goal: 15% by 2015

2021 Resource Mix:
Coal: 40%

Natural Gas: 48%
Renewable: 12%

168 MW in 2023 AR: Yes
OK: Yes Yes 10 MW-AC
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

Otter Tail Power MN, ND, SD Otter Tail Corp. Reduce CO2 Emissions: 50% by 2025 
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 97% by 2050 Reduce CO2 Emissions: 50% by 2025 

MN: Renewable: 26 5% by 2025
ND: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015
SD: Renewable Goal: 10% by 2015

2021 Owned Resources:
Coal: 38%

Natural Gas/Oil: 33%
Hydro: 2%

Renewables: 27%

None reported
MN: Yes
ND: No
SD: No

Yes None

Pacific Gas & Electric CA PG&E See Holding Company Renewable: 60% by 2030 Renewable: 60% by 2030
Clean: 100% by 2045

2021 Energy Mix:
Nuclear: 29%

Natural Gas: 18%
Hydro: 50%

Renewable: 2%

None reported Yes Yes 15.3 MW-AC

PacifiCorp CA, D, OR, 
UT, WA, WY

Berkshire 
Hathaway Energy Reduce GHG Emissions: 74% by 2030 Net-Zero GHG Emissions:

100% by 2050

CA: Renewable: 60% by 2030
Clean: 100% by 2045

ID: None
OR: Emissions Reduction Goal:

100% by 2040
UT: Renewable Goal: 20% by 2025

WA: Renewable: 15% by 2020
Clean: 100% by 2045

WY: None

2021 Owned/Contracted Mix:
Coal: 33%

Natural Gas: 19%
Hydro: 9%

Renewable: 39%

357 MW in 2025
745 MW in 2027
46 MW in 2028
247 MW in 2029
354 MW in 2032
909 MW in 2036

1,412 MW in 2037
265 MW in 2039
477 MW in 2043

CA: Yes
D: Yes

OR: Yes
UT: No

WA: Yes
WY: No

Yes 617 MW-AC

Portland General Electric OR Portland General See Holding Company Reduce GHG Emissions: 80% by 2030
Reduce GHG Emissions: 100% by 2050

Emissions Reduction Goal:
100% by 2040

2019 Resource Mix:
Coal: 8%

Natural Gas/Oil: 50%
Hydro: 13%

Renewable: 29%

None reported Yes Yes 34.3 MW-AC

Public Service Company 
of New Mexico NM PNM Resources See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2040 Renewable: 80% by 2040

Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2022 Owned/Contracted Mix:
Coal: 27%

Nuclear: 14%
Natural Gas: 36%
Renewable: 23%

847 MW in 2022 Yes Yes None

Public Service Company 
of Oklahoma OK American Electric 

Power (AEP) See Holding Company
Renewable: 50% by 2030

Clean: 80% by 2030
Clean: 100% by 2050

Renewable Goal: 15% by 2015

2022 Energy Mix:
Coal: 11%

Natural Gas: 19%
Renewable: 24%
Purchases: 46%

164 MW in 2023 Yes Yes None

Public Service Company
of Colorado CO Xcel Energy See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 85% by 2030

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2050
Renewable: 30% by 2020

Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 32%

Natural Gas: 29%
Renewable: 39%

325 MW in 2022
216 MW in 2025
172 MW in 2026
572 MW in 2027
98 MW in 2028

Yes Yes 22.7 MW-AC

Puget Sound Energy WA Puget Energy See Holding Company Net-Zero Emissions: 100% by 2030
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2045

Renewable: 15% by 2020
Clean: 100% by 2045

2020 Energy Mix:
Coal: 23%

Natural Gas: 27%
Hydro: 24%

Renewable: 12%
Purchases: 14%

None reported Yes Yes 80 kW-AC
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

San Diego Gas & Electric CA Sempra Clean: 100% by 2045 Net-Zero GHG: 100% by 2050 Renewable: 60% by 2030
Clean: 100% by 2045

2021 Owned/Contracted Mix:
Natural Gas: 49%
Renewable: 51%

None reported Yes Yes None

Sierra Pacific Power
(NV Energy) NV Berkshire 

Hathaway Energy See Holding Company Net-Zero GHG Emissions by 2050 Renewable: 50% by 2030
Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2022 Resource Mix:
Coal: 30%

Natural Gas: 70%

6 MW in 2023
261 MW in 2025
226 MW in 2028

No Yes None

Southern California Edison CA Edison Intl. See Holding Company Clean: 100% by 2045 Renewable: 60% by 2030
Clean: 100% by 2045

2022 Owned Resource:
Nuclear: 21%

Natural Gas: 37%
Hydro: 32%

Renewable: 10%

None reported Yes Yes None

Southern Indiana
Gas & Electric Co.
(Vectren)

IN CenterPoint See Holding Company Net-Zero GHG emissions by 2035 Clean Goal: 10% by 2025

2021 Owned Resources:
Coal: 82%

Natural Gas: 13%
Renewable: 5%

490 MW in 2023
90 MW in 2025 Yes Yes None

Southwestern
Electric Power AR, LA, TX American Electric 

Power (AEP) See Holding Company
Renewable: 50% by 2030

Clean: 80% by 2030
Clean: 100% by 2050

AR: None
LA: None

TX: Renewable: 5880 MW by 2015;
Goal: 10,000 MW by 2025

2021 Owned Resources:
Coal: 47%

Natural Gas: 48%
Renewable: 5%

559 MW in 2023
110 MW in 2025

1,000 MW in 2028

AR: Yes
LA: Yes
TX: Yes

Yes None

Southwestern
Public Service NM, TX Xcel Energy See Holding Company Reduce CO2 Emissions: 85% by 2030

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 100% by 2050

NM: Renewable: 80% by 2040
Clean Goal: 100% by 2045

TX: Renewable: 5880 MW by 2015;
Goal: 10,000 MW by 2025

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 28%

Natural Gas: 32%
Renewable: 40%

759 MW by 2025
546 MW in 2027-30

2,797 MW in 2031-40
334 MW in 2056-58

NM: Yes
TX: Yes Yes None

Tampa Electric FL Emera See Holding Company
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 60% by 2025
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 80% by 2040

 Net-Zero CO2 Emissions by 2050
None

2022 Owned Resources:
Coal/IGCC: 35%
Natural Gas: 53%
Renewable: 12%

395 MW in 2023 Yes Yes None

Tucson Electric Power AZ Fortis Renewable: 70% by 2035
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 80% by 2035 

Reduce GHG Emissions: 75% by 2035
Net-Zero GHG: 100% by 2050 Renewable: 15% by 2025

2021 Owned Resources:
Coal: 34%

Natural Gas: 57%
Renewable: 9%

423 MW in 2022
387 MW in 2027
406 MW in 2032

No Yes None

UNS Electric AZ Fortis See Holding Company Reduce GHG Emissions: 75% by 2035
Net-Zero GHG: 100% by 2050 Renewable: 15% by 2025

2021 Resource Mix:
Natural Gas: 81%
Renewable: 19%

None reported No Yes None 

Upper Peninsula Power MI None None None Renewable: 15% by 2021 Owned Resources:
Hydro: 100% None reported Yes Yes None

Wheeling Power WV American Electric 
Power (AEP) See Holding Company

Renewable: 50% by 2030
Clean: 80% by 2030

Clean: 100% by 2050
None

2022 AEP Corp Resource Mix:
Coal: 41%

Nuclear: 7%
Natural Gas: 27%

Renewables/EE/Hydro: 23%

None reported Yes Yes None
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UTILITY CLEAN ENERGY AND RELATED STATISTICS
(Vertically Integrated with Annual Operating Revenues of $10 million or more in the Contiguous 48 States)

Utility Name
State

(Electric 
Service)

Holding 
Company

Utility Clean/Renewable
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

Holding Company Clean/Renewable 
Electric Energy Commitment/Goal

State Clean/Renewable Energy 
Standard/Goal Energy/Resource Mix

Fossil Capacity 
Planned for 
Retirement

Securitization 
Enabled

Net Energy 
Metering or 
RCP Policy

Installed  
Community Solar 

Capacity
end of 2021

Wisconsin Electric Power WI WEC Energy
Group See Holding Company

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 60% by 2025
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 80% by 2030 

Clean: 100% by 2050

MI: Renewable: 15% by 2021
WI: Renewable: 10% by 2015

Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2021 WEC Energy Mix:
Coal: 36%

Nuclear: 19%
Natural Gas: 30%
Renewables: 7%
Purchases: 8%

496 MW in 2023
616 MW in 2024

MI: Yes
WI: Yes Yes None 

Wisconsin Power & Light WI Alliant
Energy Corp. See Holding Company

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 50% by 2030
Exit coal by 2040

Clean: 100% by 2050

Renewable: 10% by 2015
Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2021 Energy Mix:
Coal: 28%

Natural Gas: 37%
Hydro: 3%

Renewable: 18%
Purchases: 14%

310 MW in 2022
310 MW in 2023
306 MW in 2024

Yes Yes None 

Wisconsin Public Service WI WEC Energy
Group See Holding Company

Reduce CO2 Emissions: 60% by 2025
Reduce CO2 Emissions: 80% by 2030 

Clean: 100% by 2050

MI: Renewable: 15% by 2021
WI:Renewable: 10% by 2015
Clean Goal: 100% by 2050

2021 WEC Energy Mix:
Coal: 36%

Nuclear: 19%
Natural Gas: 30%
Renewables: 7%
Purchases: 8%

372 MW in 2023
157 MW in 2024

MI: Yes
WI: Yes Yes None
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